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ABSTRACT
- Th*- thesis presents details of tests carried out to assess the 
effect of particle interaction on the mechanical properties of dense 
asphalt mixes.
The degrees of particle interaction of a range of fine granular 
n.\ terials have beer: assessed quantitatively on the basis of packing 
characteristics and also the rate of discharge from an orifice. These 
have been shown to be related to the mechanical properties of sand 
asphalts assessed by means of the Marshall test.
Tests have also been carried out to investigate the effects of
a.~gr^Sate type and grading on the properties of stone filled mixes, 
and their influence on Marshall stability, flow and void characteristics 
have been discussed. In particular, the separate contributions of the 
stone and sand to the load bearing properties of the mix have been
examined, especially in relation to the shape of the Marshall test
curves over a v/ide range of binder contents. Particular reference has 
been made to the behaviour of mixes in the range of binder contents
below those more generally examined.
The review of previous work includes a detailed examination of
the mechanical tests available for bituminous materials, and a study of
the various techniques provides a basis for assessing the mechanical 
properties of a material considered most relevant in its performance 
under load. The application of the various test procedures to mix 
design has been considered and the merits of the Marshall test discussed.
Recommendations sere given for an extension of the work reported, 
with especial reference to the correlation of results of laboratory 
t-'sts on bituminous materials with their behaviour in road surfaces.
The work reported i n this the si s c  rried out in the
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Technology, now the University of Surrey.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION.
A . A review of developments and trends in highway pav-^en
Historical review of methods of pavement const r u c t
The design, construction and maintenance of roads ho* 
the attention of civil engineers since the beginning of civi" 
but until recently, practice has been to improve the bearing 
of existing constructions rather than to construct anew, 
need for new highway systems has enabled a more scientific aj 
to be taken in the design of road pavements, especially in ti 
selection of materials and constructional techniques, and th 
lead to economic structures capable of withstanding the he »vq 
of modern traffic.
The Homans were undoubtedly the first great road ergir 
good roads being a necessity for the expansion and developmer 
Empire. Road engineering was a respected vorati:>n, and the 
importance of these roads required a hi -h standard of constri 
maintenance.
In the construction of their roads, the first sta 
two parallel trenches along the proposed edges o the in 
excavate the material between down to h r or uni, an t 
fine earth compacted tc form the "pc.vi mar.turn". A 1 g/er 
squared stones was then placed, either iry, or bor.de | wi 
provide a watertight "statumeri , and a lire . f one 'V ncr 
on this forming the "rudus". The next layer, the “r.ucl 
low grade concrete, consisting of "oker 
lime and clay, surfaced with eifher fi+t
S U M M U M  D O R S
S T A T  U M E  N P A V I M E N T U M R U 0  U S
STS
R O M A N  C A U S E  W A Y  C O N S T R U C T I O N
J
v 4
W E A R I N G  C O U R S E  
/ B A S E  C O t
IF O R M A T I O N  L E V E L  S U B  G R A D E
\
\
S U B  B A S I B A S  1
N T
M O D E R N  H I G H W A Y  C O N S T R U C T  O N
eavily trafficked roads, a gravel/lime cemen4: . 
earing surface was known as the "surnum iorsun". 
aken tc ensure that water did not enter the fern«t 
' irat le construction; many roads have 1 * 4 •• 1
■ .
The Homan roads constructed in this country :■ v
on(* after their builders had left, and for centuries rt
neer< . r< a s , other sec n lary yste 
cel lines and tracks.
The state of roads deteriorated to such an extent *
r. Act v,a passed attempting to co-ordinate an i organ; ;e r
< • ’ *ej nnce by delegating resronr.ibility to loca ! ly ar:>o.int 
r .V res, re gui ring the local inhabitants to maintain t h ■ • i r 
hi *hway. This scheme did not prove e f il ,
.>ter orated still further until ^■ ' 3 when the fir> t Turn: i
sed "IV*' ^pairing 4tie High-ways within th»- -Fount i“ ; of
ini pi lge and Huntingdon*1 • This Act established the ora ~ + 
rovi ding a modest income by no means sufficient for t he v 
f t r ids| :u* led t * ne be innin - f a profe 
oad maintenance and the estafclishraent < f sal rie i f.
A lead in new methods of road design wh taien Ly t:
ho had been working os road construct! ii • he ear' 1
r. • in 1 , Tresaguet, of the "he ole de Fou4 --t
oust-rue ted the fi rst well engineered ro . i r ; •
pon an impervious surface to prote t <t .ry • - 
nsisted of a cambered formation upon which w 
f stones placed on sdge to a depth of ome t .
is a layer of slightly smaller stones 1 . ; 4 • •
ess, surfaced with a 3"~layer of snail stor.° r»* : • • • • 
roken to about the size of a walnut". "hi: rf
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arid asphalt mixes. i r .  . i 4
i • t 4 h . : bill tv of hi t. 4 bill4.
*/■ • to th«* 'M. is, f : : T  i
*j 1 ■ ' ire  i t  the  .'.arid . the  * i ani n «+
'luenciri** the behaviour of the mix.
■i con : ierat
! he caret Lab ratory 1
■4... , hown that 4 \ t : j i
“ ri:. a the rate *of lefcr: ,r> •* v-
incr • r< t • ■ i t l
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ri or ‘ ’ >; -'.I: c been reported by hroome wi4 1
1 pi|
. t of y. .;to:x* c r tent , LI ease et <1 a . * a 1 1 4 : a
amded ienie tar mixture f b o . tore, Lott nan 
; ntinuously graded asphalt cf b[ tone, i re ir it . 
or. a complete range of .U 1 ' contents ir. con4:1 nuou; ' / •
Ni il <
• pag '• ‘ e 4 e .. .
has cove re 1 **xf 'e r. iv* I v
m] rohensively the effect of the nature f i st •. •. .. t
■ pertief of dense asphalt mixtures and } : ui t it,
sized stone in a sand/filler/binder matrix, 4 r ace 4 *-4
t has a considerable influence n ti ] ■ ‘ . : .
61.
ter il. Lxe uid tpe of tl stem
■ • v sity of the masst an thi: i
}• r rorred teste or. coi.+ in.uou ly v->df i -.4 r
4 • • :.4 * 4 , Ufiii f 1i: ext i
V : *  4 4 ;v, Lees has -7 . C f urii that 1
*■ ff<-ct on the 'tability of gap,-graded a
f 4 m e .
b7
r/r U ,  Lee •* . Mars, wick have re j-or ted t. 4 4
: iuo" ] it.} a flaky aggregate offer a ' » -t
r- if ■:t 4 oidice! stone wi*h n.ilnr sorf ice
1 7
■ r, roeser favours a cubical store* as ;t & ie. 
r *t ira tv ;r f] tky material of a similar size.
*r p
. t i t. r : ilveenr have found that tie r.urf.ic* c
•iv -ate is ‘ ‘ e most important single factor *' * >■
if' 4 . • tn*> stab4 lit v of bituminous {>eving n,: xf urea.,
4 ■ * f rou '* 'tone to maintain as much intvrfr:ct
4 'on the ■ ;regate ] .rticles.
128 12 7 
l-vrin an: loetz , I ot *man and joetz arid Le<
e nc'. tided that shape and surface texture of 4 he -no . •• 4 ••
a rregate proper tier that contribute to the st vi"! ' 4y
mixes .'it'h . constai t stone content and type, , * . •* 4
1 ne little effect-* ' ■ 4 ! . 4 •
•tone loe have a ] ; 4:r 4 •»■} effect on stability i.* i ’ *'
1 7r>
■ - , t th,f*se result .. u ' *
tioi th Lei : ter 4 used throng} . 4 . ;
4: t. t m  c r.tent.
h r .p^n  a: • r . i  t }. c l v r r  4 0 h a v e  c * r  nr, v e l y  i~; 1 4 r  t e d
that tex4 re, : t th* Lnati r t ri t >-
■ - e *re 4 e , . t! 4 4 lrtpe aj text ur* f the fine
r- significant factors fi 4 ‘ th 4 billty of . : L . \ • : ■
C . Assessment of  ^irticle size, shape a: . t-^rtur0 .
■ - Although the work reported in this- 41 ■ ■-i 
lirectly : nce.rned ith the me? sur'*'1it ■ * f rt -he ■ • ■, : ■
•"el * t. . • + i b r'-’ *=*f review of methods of j articl e sir.e a- 
*'ce ry -rio: interpreting- results of assessment < " ■ 
text ire . . h ' s is especially so since i * . s of^ea
late each o f the three surface characteristic .
The si me of a spherical particle is defined c^nr' • * 
i : let er, hut the "size" of an irregular or non-unif . ; s*
he n .-s.t upon trie property under consideration., 
e surement. Various methods of particle size '•-•sure .d 
v-Gume, surface area, resistance to motion in - flui ,
. cattering properties may be compared with the h v>t ••• 
o:' e<: u i V'. lent characteristics. An assessment 1 
rat o of one of these properties to that of a rherr> • 1 
lifferent values of size depending upon the method 1 
sphere will posess the same size by different method .
The three basic r.ctbods of size measure: ent. ire h- 
diameters of the spheres of equivalent volume, .rfaco r 
resistance to motion in a fluid, and termed the "volume ii • -  .
the "surface diameter" - A  , and the "drag hi am- ter" - . . r* *
1G9
Heywood has divided the diameters of 1-reu arl;
Lnt two main categories: those bam
projected image of the ; articlt- pi: ce l in its mo ‘ t "1 . i‘ m,
and the..*- based n the volume r the particle*
Th- size of a article as ieteri inel from it projected
been iefined b; Hey J a 1 ii ter - i ■ ."i ■ if ? r< • ,
1
nd termed ’ e ! u project 1 iiameter". Marti? t be
:iea*i projected iiameter from *ue average leu th of a r. r f strn.ht 
liras each bisecting the area sf th projected Si ige at ri ;ht angles,
63.
1
mile r eret ' . v< rage veral ir f lea......
t i< derail size of the projecte imagi ta *
Key.wood reports "errors" of -  and -+11 -it. L.artin* s  s .  ; ;>r*-t ’ 
Methods respectively, based on his "true ' v>] i -s.
Heywood's ret hod of particle size neasorernent
by the British Stcindards Institution * where th r
matched against a series of circles on a graticule, *1
series being a progression, and the stat : • ’
1 ^ 3t . . nethom is discussed by Fairs '' .
The volume diameter of a particle ir taken as 4
of volume, and is smaller than the mean projected iiane+er.
1 d+
volume diameter, attributed to Andreasen ' , is suitable
v/hicl are large enough for a weighable quantity to be <■ "in .
1 T
Tickell has defined the size of a particle is
U  - I ‘
-here I , b and t are the length, breadth and thickn^ : *
A comprehensive review of methods of particle ■ *
1^6 1i: presented by Hawksley " , who, with Irani and C-.1L->
vith sedimentation and elutriation techniques in consider. d>l - 
although remarks in both papers are confined mainly to j art 
the sub-sieve range.
In classifying particle size by sieving, the grain h;q e
a considerable influence on the passage of the particles throu, !. tn*>
sieve. it is generally considered that sieving separates the
126
particles roughly according to their volume, but Lees expresses 
.oubts as to the validity of this assumption, although th-. extreme 
cases moted by Lees are rather outside the particle shapes commonly 
i civil engineering ai i, more particularly, in road-making 
aggregates.
However, for the purposes of this research, the particle size
04.
■ beer fined a. the root mean ■ - re of t ■
'• a ;uarter-s.ize progression.
I irt4cle shape - The relationships t ‘ .*‘pn ’ v 
rticle are lependent upon its shape» non 
• mbinations of these "sizes" may be employeJ to as. . 
v h .*• of "shape factor" to the particle. T choice 
'epen-i upon the purpose for which the shape facte
discussion on shape factors have teen concern- i 
roblem of converting the projected dimensions of t 
i.to volume or surface diameters but, since the i w  ‘ 
•r: ibility techniques measuring directly the specific
.meter, the topic has been somewhat neglected.
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.drupe lias been defined by Heywood " as being 
t • .ich the particle approximates to certain ;eometr 
• :ch as ellipsoids, prisms or tetrahedra", and h.;re i. 
r-’ferred to certain properties of a sphere, either r a 
dimensional state or in the form of its projected imn
1
Haywood’s system of shape factors ' 1 r has* ,
projected diameter, or "area diameter" - da and tlie 
diameter" - d , producing two useful shape f -.c4 >rr:
d £ 2
—  and — ~ (these symbols are def'n-". in 4
dP A 2
1 38Hevwood ' defines the "volume constant" - I 
t 0 volume of the particle to fhe cube of 4h ' "
k , similarly, + he "surface constant" - j  '
the "contour ratio" - -r** . brom a series rf :ieas.-.r-*
da
01.
i wv? u A  surface area of large stones, Heywood ,v>. . bt ln*-u
. ir'icf-i relationships between the contour ratio and * a 1 . - 
ronstants, enabling the surface constant '
. 4 : '1 e to be evaluated from a microscope examinet ,n.
4 way be used either to produce a shape factor, or 1
r-ctly to give the surface area of the particle.
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Ti :koll also working with projected ar^a; , . a-
>f i particle by two parameters, "roundness" a :  3 " a .
.♦'re rcundness
project*'! area
area of smallest circumscr; b ; n,: 
diameter cf ins rib< ' : rc e. phericity = (
diameter of c i r c u m s c r i b i c 4 rc". -
170 iho.lhl
iie 'idell 1 ’ defines "sphericity" as:
. surface area of sphere of e u :v i
sphericity - ------------------ * *-------- -
surface area of parti :le
These definitions of roundness and .sphericity . •>r- 
;inally for use in geology t > define the e rin 
;p ent S , 4 • base sr her- be in t h< 1 •
1 •• produced when wearing down the particles without fr? '* r- 
.-. u.dness would not appear to be a good ; irameter if 
of particle shape, as it does not take account of either th 
or t hr rugosity of the surface, while spher: 'it> r- ■ 
restricting parameter to define shape completely, - : r
. jfi*. may possess equal sphericities.
It is not intended to pursue the probl'.-m of
■ i further, and 4 ■ ■ reader is referred * i .
1k 7>
i Frederick for further reading.
06 •
Th xssei :.ri I . r v
* t i cT 0 p . iv beer. i.nvi /»' L "'ted cv .
;*c.1t who have measured the leadi: ■ o;r
f caliper? •.. I ■ es, bu • ‘ '
c. * „ly 1 , t  re and very coarse sax: : sizes.
1 e fined the * a+ • • $ rt'i , ' -
t ' .■r-r.cr:3., 1 relative roundness (or form) sr. 4 . fl 
f >njation (or shape), and hi methc
1 ^
. «:.-i elongation are now included in *
7hs measurement of larger particles I n term. :
1^ +7
'■ i er formed by ioldbeck who wraj s t i *• >4 ; i 4
1 ^4- ^ 1 ^4-
1 ] : . — t lead, by Truesdale et al and r'ox ’ * ■
1 r?n
: teclmiques, and by Hedlin and ^ollins wv
ire at t a chin,’ ;; layer of nickel powder t
urface area in all caner ir measured fro: 1 4
r 411 rkness of coating.
The procedures liscussed so far to asaess the ; ) a; • 
rerates have been confined entirely to the stud} of r,dl\ . i
; gr'ticlt-s. "’hi method o:' analysis is often tediou , • • 4 r
si ze of p rt:clet• St i ~d, and may 1 ad 4 
i"• : >r: .election of represent.itive sar.-rles.
?’n 'i 'ficulty in . tu lyin the properties of ii. iivi . . -1 
i to the ievelop'iner.t of a nor** rapid at m< re renli 4 
of the combined effect of a.••prerote shape an 1 surface t- *:ture ;
157o d  iel ha: assessed t.h" shaj e of single ro •>> I a; re - s m
1 articles by comparing t. >* di f f •-•reuce be tv/e*-'-. t he am cun* : •
. le passe 1 by square- an 1 round-holed sieves of the - t - h i  
aperture sire. This procedure has been found to 1 •- ax4 re- • 1 y
5?.
t< slight chajiges In particle size listr i ut i n,
3 i it pplication to the study of +he more extre?
' . rt. c' e shape.
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> er ■ olfi has ieveloped a measure of angularity in : c 
■ ‘ f v i 5 in a sample of single sized aggregate p
't“ i ; r, rts/dard manner, is recorded and reduced t: an
■ \r -r ‘y number". In order to assign a value of angular ty it *
u. 1 ■ s* I • rounded gravel compacted to a voi J content •
• f , and thus 33-- was taken as the minimum vrid < :. t • • *
vi t n it aggregates, and was used to produce an
• id / number "N" where N = percentage voids - 33* Thi s
u - spheres as a datum as it was found that sph
c* * i t 1 minimum void content of *+13, while --inch < :b<
!' j-ce i a minimum void content of 30%, 'nhe tost is ther-f- •
trict- 1 in i f ip plication to non-r^gularly shaped r lies.
Jh -rgol i’s angularity test is now included in + hr- th'~d
■ 1 S'C
j *vi • 'or., an: utf:e ment editions of 3.3. r 12 , an i has I
1 rh
• y M.icrieff tc study the effect of grading and . -hope on f 
density of concrete aggregates.
-1 Tr>
Hoskir.g ' has found that the application of sr. e;u-l 
r.pact i.ve e^f ort *0 samples of ag regate tested in lit "•■■..* i ••• .
containers, results in a lower void content being achiever 
. nailer container. This is due to + he relatively ;r« a„-
compacti.on applied to the a---regate particV-s, and H iski: » 7
a reduction in compaction roughly in proportion +: f .. re ; 4
the container sine. This. rec< me jation is ii i+
fsun ! as an appendix to the method of ietermination . f .. 1 r
number in 3.3. 812.
The measurement of voids in compacted 3 re*- t~ 1 *i een
08.
]oy#*d b'-r H’len *
1r >
+ ign I'If o
■4 ri c a ' r \ .ar ' + **r ; t : ' f f t h < r**.
t : r ar i .th niter m  t r •:
*' • v . jfi.t entr of the a, -reg'te at tw se ;r*«- f 
t v •••■;. i •- ■ ; . • ■ ‘ . i• • x '• - I a f the ’• ■' 1 •
I. = . m or
r- 7, = percei:tng*- void:.; at 1C comrractive strokes/l *y-»r
• percentage voids at 50 compactive stroke
A - ' ; nit ant, lepen ]•■*?,+ upon the size of th-
ha -d on the packing characteristics of ; ■]i 
aluminium spheres.
Id 4 • 1 j ht . : Shei Id11 comr •• its on 41 e
.. c ! regular geometric shape, and the -xrerk • 4
a- ' later ’ this thesis, the validity or employ:i 
- tic of spheres in assigning a value of '' r4
rv-n-rej. uior ag-’•repate • rt'cles would merit furti. :
T final method of assessment of particle si ije i - 
: t. a th- .T.onsnrerr.en4, of the specific surface cf t •„ r:
of the rate of flo- of r fluid through an u:.’ v 1 ; 4
•• i; : >r 1 v p -ckt . . 'rticles.
If4" 1r,P 1ro
lari y work by daman ’ ' and Lea and Nurse
1-"c
4 • :: lnc:;les of permeability 1-ui 1 I own by hoze..y , .4
powder in th< • of 4 1 h  •
v- r**v‘ew of methods of rur face a reft me i: m  ■ ■ ' - ■ r
1 k 1 1 k 2
hi ■ , and although the pro re; I*
rally U n I i th< nal; of fine part cl* , 
uoh y< idaorption, permeability u photc'-extinot
Go.
bu t
L
■ • > ■ the Vo : f saini si z6
4 ' /ften impossible to ••■grly t .
■*.'i reisur'1:.' -nt for tine part i clef. J ir
s; *"*c’ ft.o surface (cm /cc; is invor ~e''y r r 
■— r- t si: ■»,
• ir < or. ' i Jerable decre&L ;. a - er! fie .• f
hr ju ’V r' • il
• f p
beds has Li 
1
oLicklock and alker 
• r i
h v- -ar.;
~ • • • V ’ Li*;-' t c nensuro th e  jgec ’ f i  c ; *r f  <ce < * 
i f e s ,  . ; 11 * v iev  t r e l
r* at to  t in  i< rk  i b i l i t ;  r r ret? r 
c . ieved  f  >: mixes >f a f . r.** r-- • * •
t
• ' , * h® rel at nshi;
• • r< f the r \ ite*
~ r. v'- la
also beer j
V  -i
halker , fcun
. • i i.y techni pue has also been - Lien
i. ■(•oM’ir.c?* with Jhacklock an.:
Let 1 .• . ; eci f is surface of sphere! ■■ .
‘ a* i vr :• nlHit .y ‘-v.t. Alt' ouch roli'»Vd e, 
pr ^dure ' o 1 j: t :.y for ? \ lick ass< • 4
: i i / F Hticlo surface texture - surface teyd ’re < f
■. 1 ■ rec nis : i major factor govern!
• r-f i i© ; - ■ eraction, ai may ell be r. import ‘ . • r
i?-termini t potential idhesion of a binder t its 
4 f-rc "surface texture” has beer, employ -d to in cl ud*» V s* •
■ : y ■ ■ 4' . ’ : ability f the re te
bile th- majority of sand aggregates er- r -r :i
orbed moisture* a few, while possessing a high t b lit,
capable of absorbing sufficient moisture to bee me extr? • y
o^.
un-d -ble i. n v.°t,
1€7Pettier et ^1 save found that the cupoci* 7 ‘ r*
•' ve» ,t n* r**l ited to th* p-.hysic 1, r t. -r t
tion i f  t) - mineral, since there exi t 
• a-it rV‘-:t • »rpi er of celcite, .olomite an . pi .* t .
cad PC/ian t ’
‘ re t. .r uah the i ntercrystallire ch.ir.nelc of t e
: ■' I.e. it woul . he expected that binder adh.es! a 
t 1 ho the absorptive properties of the ;,T“ • > + e
1C0
.‘ * University of Birmingham ’ has ..howr. th d 'n>
e-Mr, eh  tir ;ri both the j etrograp;hy ana the mica h * ,v
1 (
a r* it' .erfnce, supporting the suggestion by hni'ht
" - .11 - stjnas produce 3 -renter affinity t• 1 ir, 4
h\ .r : a obi cut nes.
Th surf ice texture of t oliu borosil i cu*e i 1:
Vcrifcus iegrees of "surface rcu 1 nest 1", • ;
tv have 1 direct bearing nr. * he siren -th »f 4
mat id .1, • n Heating that the surf, ce texture f +h-
con4'. ributes jointly with the shape in producing * he d r  4
nix4- re.
A _u.-id i t at . ve a: - "r.sment of surface texture . • "h 4 ,
■ 1 th u everal net hods in v> beer; level oped, r.
• : ely used. . •
stu iv of the 4 race of a stylus ravin ever ♦ he surface in ~c; t ■ 1 , 
le •: cal ar optical instruments, > visual e> ir 4 ' 1 i
either c r a:, er.l *r *e : : .age or of th-* profile of a c - .t -1. , • >r . • * »*
exn-.iri itior. of the Irv. *e illurinat.*'-d ly 'bligue 1 i htin r . u •
source, parallel t( the « urface of 4 a rre- .t«.
right ' has develoi ed a r tho . of measuring the surf u>-
texture of stone samples in .^hich a number of pieces of -in i. 
aggregate are piece] in a -inch test-tube, 1 -inch in i: imetor, :
• un ie i y re; _ .  Che test-t i \ e Is brol viy, m  
.1 -i :.''ner thick are cut through the aggregate *t vnri on:, pi ■ n •
I ■•rpendi cular to the axis of the cylinder. The sections, nount-'d 
>nd round ! o  • t ickne.-ss of c . . o n i - i n r h , ar** <•> • :.•»
• projection microscope. The perimeter of ^ach image at a
•* . : f 1?5 is traced, and the length of the pr file,
; means of map-measuring wheel, is compared vi1 .
i •ng+hn of various "unevenness" lines drawn as a serine of
dou 'lin in length from 0.5 cm. tc 0 cm. ?h*j difference • 4
'unevenness" line and the sample length is expressed is > .
■ f the £ ; pie length tc provide a value of "roughness f ■>:* r . 
test limited in its application to th** larger ;re 
u. results art liable to variation dependir. - upon the po 
the cross sections, and the portion of profile studied.
Apart from illustrating the importance cf surface t• 
both 4o adhesion and particle interaction, it is f^"4 I. it 
assessment of surface texture is of less significance 4 •>:. 
measure of aggregate shape and surface texture when iuv< hi-.*., 
effect of the surface characteristics of » *re ;ate on t _ 
of an aggregate mixture.
D. Assessment of the combined efrect cf a -regate sha;.e u.d * »* 1 ”•- - - - - - - -  W------- *-- - --------
by its rate of discharge :"rom an orifice.
The rate of discharge of granular material? 'ro:n •-* rage bins 
-mb hoppers varies widely wifh the shape cf 4he con4 ner a. • / 1 so 
with the characteristics of the material. The size of materials
72.
store;! may range from cement an fert: liners to coal hh 1 •• r»-,
'i i t' e c 4 <ri$y . f t he hoy'er from a f « ? ouri ir to riar / 4 . u:
of * ons.
Th- lesi n of an effective storage hopper is dey.'-;. b*- f .
. 4 r ’U h kno..ledge of the behaviour of the material in nul1 ,
dely recognised that thn characteristics f t he _ r
*•••■. T have n conshierablt effect on the rate of ii. _• ' :
: ro;. the hopper. Aggregate characteristl • • .;ch <
Hr shape, texture ar.d cohesion, all contribute f 4 •
4-j charge, an it is evident that with n n-
de.nsitj and grading, the shape and texture 
c derab1 hearing on the rate of discharge.
.h- phenomenon that smooth toxtured, roundel 
f 1 e s resi stance to free How than do rough t.<- 4 re!
!. stscles, has been employed oy Rex and Feck ‘ 4 •; s. ••
f : art cle interact Lor. of various types of t
■ vir * n: x4 ir<-s.
Hex and Feck, record the tim-- taken for 1 ,r gr . 
r- ' red. ag-rugate sample t- flow i hrou h a circul r >v 
i . Hameter ar: i express th-* re; ult as the "flo rate ' i 
10 cc. n "time index" is taken as the ratio f the f o 
t/ln1 sampl t * o that f a  roun led (Ottawa) ind, • . • .
th- combined effect of "relative angularity an d s rf c-- »•
Hex and l ed pecify singl i zed sa -4 . • ...
re ‘ . . : ve , . ; , s thi is 1
be free front any po Lbl< cohesi v< offects, ir 11 1 • -•
free flow from th- ■: : fi /it! t! ;4 '■ r \ r ly ‘ed
= * ■' "ike”! to b** encounter*4 . ; c : f i- ivity t •• t • :• -
ly perfc md f th iz mge»
-j
M o e n  -aid 3 yri  jt 1 have used ‘he efflux t---s+ 4 o . ur­
ic it on  ^ character" of sands us«- i in concrete ■ * r • ,
• » f and *■ of it <* frictional charact r .r 4
dfi e<y tr. .vater/cement ratio re.,uir i for a t "e . c4**'
, ■ related to the effla. v 1 .••. •.
' • t use of t hr- • size ended i -. ..
*3', sieve sizes, r^,d emj loy a £-in 
v« also collected ‘h- discharged r-r.! '
' r ”' t 4’■ ] jo.>- :n compacted bul ier.ai ‘ t.r
► le.j t • • •4 s . the rate of efflux of b.th -ir,- I • ed
i rrom ircular orifices has been reported : y I i 
4 • - be \ oth >uick and e 4 feet ive in . re :i • • ■
*- v  n  er - increasing particle interact io: -f * r.u
' f* JT •
7'*.
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occi ^  ct  i:
1* ■ Hpj.are: 1 fr >r the study of previous - rk t t ‘ * -j
, ; e md texture of the a rpregnte ha. c.: i :• *
■,.ce oTx the characteristics of dense o*4 uminon- nix* ;r: .
" , ijf evi ience has been found of an attempt t 
•i '■ <1 value tc the decree of part cle interaction <
»r *■ iat the effect of particle interact'or. u. t .**
a. , I.ilt mixture might be studied in a quantitative
orr was therefore undertaken to ievelop t~r 
• p , f particle interaction of a range of r re *(>
o** us e red numerically, and, if possible, to achieve 
b ‘ween these values and their influence on Ur- phy ,ic 
.p.’ise asphalt mixtures.
t rsr .li test curves a;.i effect of aggregate type
Although the Marshall test procedure has be-* 
number of occasions' in the study of th • pro:.-*rt i»- 
wcr ap] ears to have been confined to a r-»i.re bir r
the immediate vicinity of the o: * imum binder c»»nt*
relationship i: that /ith ii reasin Li ‘ • * , ’
value rises to a maxi mum a. b.en Jerre .• es,
et * ablished by Fropt.or in ‘ - cV ; * U e r ...ct 1 ' ' .
ever, previou y the .* i t
stability peak 3 "' ' - r •• * r ‘ '
somewhat below t}  r ,j- '  c y  n o r m a 1 1  • e x a  i  . .
I c o r  SO puei , ‘ eces ", - ii ■ ve *
to e: tat 11 nh the nh a - f fhe v .. ions Mi" .h 11 t^rd cU"V“; ,-ifh ‘lu-'-t
care, and to study the characteristics implied by their f rm.
To tliis end a large number of specimens was produced, . i*h
. e control in the preparation and testing, with a constant
regate radi'ng and filler content, and with the widest pract 
r in oi bin ler content .
he iggregate used for this purpose was a crushed ranit< ,
• - • ’ «•* i for its apparent uniformity of shape and surface torture
4 .r i a.out the range of sizes required. The supply of rep l  e
.• Vv *v ed to single sizes and recombined to give a continuous 'rad.. •
: th * tone (defined as that aggregate retained on a No.' . 1. 
of a (-inch maximum size. Crushed limestone dust (nominally 1 X1 
ironing a ho. "*00 b.J. sieve) was used as the filler, a filler cnt^- ,l 
of ?,. cy .eight of the aggregate (including filler) being used 
t iroughout this section of the work. The binder used wa 
penetration straight run bitumen and binder contents, expr*-'used •*
I urcentstge, by weight, of the total mix, were varied in ‘ in rervr • 
ovrtr the range of workable mixtures.
A .imilar range of binder contents was examined using an 
irregular tut smooth-textured flint gravel, blended to blent leal
4 e jradir a the "'-.me filler content. 14 nt<
\ o produce mixes with an aggregate of as different a nature t the 
crushed *ranite as possible, i.e. well rounded moot -text
••ver, the irregular flint ravel was readily available in 
quantity and was of sufficient contrast to ‘he granite t. , -ovi le 
re wsonable assessment of the influence of particle shape u : tex* re.
Two further sets of results were obtained by inter :*h’-ngir.g 4..* 
stone and sand fractions of the crushed granite an 1 the irre -ular 
ravel, in order that the relative contribution of the nature f t .e 
stone and sand to the behaviour of dense asnhalf mixes coul- be
a.'-nes »ed. Aggregate grading ni riller content ve~e *,;• " i
nut mt , in or ier that the effect of a gr^g te ?*h;sj.
. " lied in irpendently of other variables.
•* 1 h^re^ate gradinr
Tin* effect of altering the aggregate grading > .■ : -d
• * . • ;regate type a d  filler content remaining constant.
h« ranite was again adopted for the reasons given prev 
‘specially as it wa nsi lere i • . • * m y  :har e in a
. • t• *xt ire wit h size would be accentuated with ch<an ;e ir
1 i” continuous gradings of constant maximum i: • , 
talent of 7 , ..ere chosen, namely 30/1, kCfi i, SQJ an : • • 
t relating to the 5^ stone content grading war -v 
."evi section of work.
The results of tests on the mixes have b* <-n rel t•
'inene.' S of the various a, -regate gradings., enabl 
content to b< chosen. ?h< valu« f thi f; re
:: it :ract;c pplicati n sin f it p] Le 'y 1
type and grading, filler and Linder used in thi.- l;.v* * t
f '1 d jve behaviour of coi.tinuou.- n: g p grid:— .
A limit • ntir.uously
with the 7-2! sar; < rr',cticn ar ' t4 »••!, w- 
granite stone ar.d irr'egu? ~.r ‘ 1 i nt r v •" 
prod’ ce i of n more renounced a; - r • ie . : 
sized cranked granite stone, a. I a rr-tural ‘ y 
and", mainly passir No. re -.1 < . .
No graphical comparison of these results is po tie, but 
findings are liscuased.
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~:~^ct of ^article interaction
in ord *r to investigate the effect of p'rticle i ■.t.«r''r'4 _ i 
Lour f asphalt mixtures, it was necessary * - procure 
iety of aggre ;ates for comparison. It wa lecided to 
r - ‘ ■ ‘ h vast *at on Ao sand asphalt mixes since th<> •;*»•
]' • ’ o homoraneoor than stone filled *• .phalt >,
. ility of results, and Further that a wid<
-■ idily ivailable. Phis was justified : •
previ 02 : - indicates that the sand frad
is the 5ominant factor influencing the •
* .. . .ro,
r ■ r to : yn a numerical value to the d*-yree of j r *
* * •» f 1 -i to employ the technique of . .:i:
efflux of the : r*a tte particles from a circular 
ih y  * . evelop*- y Lowing , was employed for ’ ' ; ur;
; *; e tu iy of the rates of discharge of gr ocular at*-:
from r- ( ireular or f_ -e tests were first made using 1 -11 tir.i - 
rum in ' * y jph rical -lass t articles of various sio.e *r
r,, inch jiameter orifices. The effect of part Lcle si
4 ■ cture was then investigated usin. a variety of cru hed 
.natural sand.
An expression lias been derived for calculating tr.» i
pari :le iiameter of a graded aggregate, kin
and efflux rate* f vari u ingl raded
c ore inations h v e  L-**er. investigated.
A range of sand asphalts was finally rr' luc^d, “ ■ c' hr i
i r ntical a gregate grading, nd • i+ h rush 
content of 10^ ., The bin ier was the same type as that us* 1 in th
pr v;ous investirations.
A full range of binder contents was first investij. > t '
*■ ■ lied *runite aggregate, again over the widest pr ict ; cat
pc of : Lnder contents, to establish as well as po Le the t
>f 41, ■ ■ various F rshall test curves for sand asphalt mdxe .
lleven oth^r sands and sand combination asphalts ;ere r' 
jr- u • in a ra: g< of binder contents about their predict* 1 
optimums. /arious plots of dry and mixed aggregate charuct' • 4 
suable i a basic ’understanding of the significance of partic]- 
ctior. and * he stability of asphalt mixes to tie achieve'.
Footnote
For convenience, work on the efflux test aprurat is F' be 
lea It with in full, prior to the discussion or results of •*. j halt
t osts.
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Summary of work in thesis
Fhase 3
Phase 4
Fhase ‘
■h, jr." filled asphalt 
j ntinuoui grading - 50% stone 
? l.mestone filler
Stone Sand
1a granite granite
1b gravel gravel
1 c granite gravel
1d grave1 granite
Stone filled asphalt
Conti nuous rrading
Irani t.e agrregate throughout
7 limestone filler
2a 307 stone
2b ko, stone
2c 50?, stone
2d 60% stone
Stone filled asphalt 
77 limestone filler
3a Granite stone, gravel sand continuous gradin 
7-25 sand fraction omitted.
3b granite stone, rounded ar.phaV i ,
gap grading (*" stone, m in'y 1 suv;)
Analysis of rate of discharge of material !'r a. 
circular orifices, tests on single riz,e and 
graded sands.
Sand asphalts 
Continuous grading 
107 limestone filler 
Various aggregate types.
rto.
.'i nder
Shell "!>xpm*te" Co/70 pen, straight run I 
Measured penetration (average) 59
j i]Ler
Crushed limestone nominally 10O passing Ho. rr<\r.i: 
■sri'tirh .uarrying Co. Ltd., 
borough Green .uarry, .roth m, Kent,
Gritty Bolomitic Limestone (L)
-regat^.
k >untsorrel Granite - Mountsorrel Granite Co. Ltd.,
Mountsorrel ^uarry, Mountsorrel, 1 ^
Crushed granodiofcite (coda-p-anit*-*
■ ley Gravel - Ham Giver Grit Co. Ltd.,
Stains Lane Pit, Hr. Chertsey, <ui -cy  
Irregular flint grave] (A)
S' 1C otini
irob\ Granite
Marie: .T.
English Glass Co. Ltd., L e : ce ter. 
nominally spherical glass spheres (+
Groby Granite Co. Ltd.,
Groby ..uarry, Hr. Leicester. 
Granophyric diorite (F)
Limmer and ’’rinidad Lake A^yhGt 
Harden <ed Stone .uarry, i ; : • ester , 
Albite - Liot.ite - porphyrite L
•asalt John .ainwright & Co. Ltd., 
n ’i Hill Quarry, Stol 
Pvroscene - andesite (B)
a°l
Leighton Buzzard 
Irregular ■ ilica
Li mestone
Jeorge Jarside ( uad % Ltd.,
!.u n d a y ’s Hill Lit,
Heath ark nench, Mr. Lei -hton tuz-.urd 
Irregular write ilica sand (A)
Amalgar;.atel Lo „.Iston*■ Gcrporation I.ta 
Arnold quarry, Ch.ippin • Go iLury, 'k ~ 
Dolomitic limestone (I )
Af;;"recites (continued)
...derby C.F. Bnderby and Stoney Stanton Grand t-' lo. Lt - 
Snderby Kill Darren ..uarry, . .nterby, L'^cs. 
%uartz - diorite - porphyrite (F)
St. Ives Gravel St. Ives Sand S. Gravel Co. Ltd., 
Church Farm Pit, St. Ives, Hunts, 
bounded flint and quartz gravel (A)
Leighton Suz2’,ard 
ounded Silica
George Garside (Sand) Ltd.,
Double Arches & Churchway; Pits,
Heath and Reach, Nr. Lei ••hton i. <r , 
Rounded golden brown silica sn ,d (A)
Asphalt Sand" St. Ives Sard & Gravel So. Lt ., 
Lest Hailing Pit, S'rotham,
Fine rounded flint gravel (A)
+ Artificial Trade Group 
A Gravels
G Granite Trade Group 
L Limestone " "
P Porphyry 
B Basalt "
AGGREGATE GRADIPGS
2 .3.sieve size Percentage passing 
30?. stone 40% stone 30% jstone 60f. stone
*,1 ■a Gap Mandsphalt
in 100 100 100 100 100
3n 92 86 80 7k 80
Vl£M 82 73 6k 55 Ck
r* 0 . 7 70 GO 30 *+0 50 100
iff 59 k9 39 29 50 6 ,
23 ^5 37 29 21 50 r ^
32 33 27 21 15 33 51
100 20 17 14 11 23 20
2(00 7 7 7 7 7 10
Aggregate s were screened on a quarter size progression of
sieves and blended to the gradings shown above.
The intermediate half size progression of sieves, i.e. 
2". s"» :;°* 10, 18, 36, 72 and 130 were used to reduce batching 
errors in the main sieve sizes shown above.
Thames Valley irregular flint gravel
mountsorrel crushed granodiorite
Plate 1
TYPICAL -Js{ - STONES USED IN THE INVESTIGATION
8b.
% % „i i
%
Mountsorrel crushed granodiorite
Shepton Mallet basalt
Thames Valley irregular flint gravel
^  J » }» »!
St.. Ives rounded flint gravel
vV*»W *VS t t $
Ballotini nominally spherical glass particles
Plate 2
EXAMPLES OF (7-10) SIZE FRACTION 
OF SANDS USED IN THE INVESTIGATION
35.
CHAPTER 6
ASPHALT TK3T3 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCLDURL AND TECHNIQUES
The preparation of specimens and experimental procedure for 
the testing of both stone filled and sand asphalts, were based on the
standard Marshall test procedure as set out by the Marshall Consulting
9 10and Testing Laboratory , the Air Ministry Specification, No.201 ,
173and the Road Research Laboratory . Certain variations, however,
were introduced as a result of preliminary tests carried out by the
119
author in an earlier investigation
The Marshall test procedure is prone to considerable 
experimental error and, in consequence, specification requirements 
call for a minimum of k and preferably 8 specimens at each condition 
during the course of routine mix design. In order to ensure the 
maximum reproducibility of results, and to reduce certain experimental 
errors to a minimum, batching and temperature limits permitted by the 
specifications have been reduced. The procedure followed is set out 
below.
Preparation of specimens
The blended aggregate is heated to a temperature of 325°F in a 
flat bottomed mixing bowl, and the correct amount of binder at 300 F 
weighed in. The mix is then thoroughly stirred with a wooden spoon 
until all the aggregate surface is fully coated with binder, a pre­
weighed amount of filler added cold, and the mix again stirred until 
no trace of filler remains visible.
A test mould, heated for a period of some 10 minutes at 300 F, 
is placed on a balance platform, an asbestos sheet being provided to 
avoid damage to the weighing mechanism, and a stiff paper disc placed
8b •
into the mould to prevent adhesion of the material to the base.
The predetermined weight of mixed material is weighed into 
the mould, the bottom half inch of loose material first being lightly 
compacted with the wooden spoon, before the rest of the material is 
added. The remaining material is returned in the covered mixing 
bowl to a low gas, to reduce heat losses while awaiting use.
The surface of the material in the mould is then subjected 
to 15 blows of the wooden spoon, and the surface moulded to a dome 
shape in order that the initial compactive effort might be directed 
evenly throughout the specimen.
When the temperature of the specimen falls to 275°*\ 
indicated by a pocket "Rototherm"placed in the mixture, a second 
paper disc is placed on the specimen face and the specimen compacted.
Compaction is effected by a weight of 10 lb. being dropped 
75 times from a height of 18-inches to the surface of the specimen.
This is applied to both ends of the specimen, an automatic compactor
shown in plate 1, being used in order to reduce operator variable.
The detachable compacting head is heated for a few minutes prior to 
its contact with the first face compacted, in order to avoid chilling 
the surface of the mixture.
After compaction, the specimen and collar are cooled in a tank 
of circulating cold water for a period of some 2 - h minutes, and the 
specimen extruded by means of a hydraulic jack.
The specimen is finally checked for height, and jlaced on one
flat face where it is left to cool and dry out.
Viliile the specimen and collar are cooling off in the water 
tank, the remaining portion of the mixed material is utilized to 
produce a second specimen in the manner described above.
rFlnte 3
TIIC AUTOMATIC COMPACTOR
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Plate
THE MARSHALL TEST APPARATUS
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Testing of specimens
After a Zh hour period of drying out, each specimen is tested
for specific gravity by determining the weight in air and in water,
100
as set out in B.S. 812 . This value, together with a knowledge
of the specific gravity of the constituent materials and mix 
proportions, enables the void characteristics to be calculated. A 
theoretical analysis is set out in appendix 6 .
.Specimens are placed in pairs, at 5-minute intervals, into a 
water bath operating at 60°C, for a period of ^5 minutes prior to 
testing to destruction. The breaking head of the Marshall testing 
apparatus is also placed into the water bath for some 10 minutes 
prior to testing of the first pair of specimens, and after the testing 
of each pair of specimens in order to avoid any chilling of th>> specimen 
during testing.
Specimens are tested individually, each in turn being placed 
into the heated breaking head, positioned under the load-transmitting 
proving ring of the testing apparatus, and subjected to an axial rate 
of strain of 2-inches per minute. The maximum load sustained by the 
specimen and the deformation undergone in attaining this position, 
are recorded as the "stability" and "flow" values respectively of the 
specimen.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
In order to reduce experimental errors to a minimum great 
care was exercised to ensure that the procedures selected were 
consistently adhered to, both in the preparation and testing of 
specimens.
Twelve pairs of specimens were produced in each mixing session,
taking approximately 20 minutes to manufacture each pair. The 
considerable length of time taken to ensure that all relevant 
temperatures and operations were ready at the correct time precluded 
any break in the production routine.
a) Preparation of constituent materials
i) Aggregate - The clean dry aggregate was screened to single
sizes on a quarter size progression of B.S, sieves, and stored in air­
tight drums.
When required for production, the various aggregate sizes were 
blended to the maximum accuracy permitted by the particle weight.
This was found to be within the order of - 1 grn, for £ - $-inch stone, 
and within balance accuracy for aggregates less than ^/"ig-inch in size.
Aggregates were blended in twelve batches of 2500 gm. each, 
less the weight of the filler which was added to the material during 
mixing. Each batch of aggregate was sufficient for the production 
of one pair of specimens.
The aggregate was placed in an oven, and retained at a 
temperature of 325°F over night, some 18 hours before being required 
for specimen production.
ii) Filler - The predetermined weight of filler was weighed out
into each of twelve small tins, each tin containing the appropriate 
amount of filler for one batch.
iii) Binder - When required for use, the binder was heated to a
temperature just sufficient to permit it to be transferred from the 
medium sized tins in which it is stored to small tins of approximately 
500 cc. capacity. These small tins of binder were heated to the 
required temperature of 500°F not more than one hour prior to use, in 
order to minimise the possibility of a reduction in bitumen penetration
resulting from prolonged heating. None of the tins of binder was 
reheated more than once, as severe hardening of the bitumen, resulting 
in a considerable drop in penetration, is likely under repeated 
reheating over a wide temperature range.
b) Preparation of specimens
'When required for the production of a pair of specimens, the 
heated aggregate was transferred from the oven to the mixing bowl, 
and placed on a gas ring where it was thoroughly mixed and ratalr.- d 
at a temperature of 325 - 5°F.
i) P.ixing - Previous experience has indicated that hand m i x i  a  * 
of the material is preferable to machine mixing, as a more thorough 
distribution of binder and filler is achieved in a shorter t i n - ,  t . r u  
reducing heajh losses, and also providing better control over the 
mixing operation, especially with stone filled mixes.
The filler was added cold during mixing in order to fa . low 
normal working practice, and to reduce the problem of dusting.
ii) Discs - Stiff paper discs were employed to eliminate 
adhesion of the mixed material to the mould base or compacting head, 
and in preference to the filter papers more generally used, as they 
were found easier to remove after compaction, and could be used 
several times thus reducing the labour involved in trimming 1C.2 cm. 
diameter filter papers to the required size.
iii) 'weighing-in - Experience arc: previous results enabled the 
order of specific gravity of the compacted specimen to be predicted, 
enabling the appropriate weight of mixed material to be placed in the 
mould, resulting in a compacted specimen of the correct height of
- "'/lb-inch. This precaution reduces th*j error involved in 
applying a correction factcr to the stability values cf specimens
falling outside the stipulated height range.
iv) Compaction - Compaction was carried out at an indicated 
temperature of 275°F, never at a higher temperature, and specimens 
waose temperature fell below 270°F before compaction were rejected.
The portion of mixed material that was kept warm while the first 
specimen of the pair wag being compacted was retained at a temperature 
if between CSO°F and 3^0°F, but not reheated, and any mix falling 
outside this range was rejected.
v) Cooling and extrusion of specimen - The specimen and collar 
■ore coded for a period of some 2 - 4  minutes and extracted by means
of a hydraulic jack. No advantage was gained in extending the 
cooling period in order to facilitate extraction; in fact, ^pci:o: : 
were found more difficult to extract after further cooling time due 
to the contraction of the collar onto the specimen.
vi) Drying out of specimen - Complete cooling and drying out of 
dense asphalt specimens has been shown by demonstration samples to be 
achieved in less than one hour, further time being required only for 
the more permeable specimens at very low binder contents.
c) Testing of specimens
i) Specific gravity tests - In performing specific gravity 
tests, weighings were executed to within p gm., and specimens weighed 
in water as quickly as possible, as the .slight p.orus nature of some 
specimens resulted in an apparent increase in the submerge*! weight as 
the surface of the specimen absorbed a little water.
ii) Marshall test - dpecimens were heated for the test at a 
temperature of 60 - p°C for a period of 45 - 1 minutes, and trans­
ferred as quickly as possible to the testing head in order to reduce 
heat losses to a minimum.
Testing was simplified by the use of a non-return dial gauge 
for flow measurements, necessitating the reading of only one dial 
gauge on the proving ring during the short period of the actual test.
The above precautions enabled specimens to be produced to 
within an accuracy of stability of about 200 lb., but the ihherent 
errors in the test as a whole did not warrant an accuracy in stability 
and flow readings of more than 5 lb. or 0 .01-inches respectively.
CHAPTER 7
THE EFFLUX TEST
a. D^rrfpt ion cf apparatus
Th ■ a pip aratus used to measure the rate of discharge of granular 
r. *h ri-.l from an orifice is shown in plate 3* It consists of a 
c>-inch iiameter container, &2~inches deep, surmounting a tapered 
.motion of a slope of 30° to the vertical axis. Interchangeable 
or: foe units jerir.it an orifice of $, § or J-inch nominal diameter to 
bn -installed w h i l e  retaining the constant drain angle.
The drain angle of the apparatus is in excess of the largest 
"angle of repose" of material likely to be encountered ensuring full 
plug flow, rather than core flow, of the discharging material.
Hori mortal cross sections throughout the apparatus are circular, thus 
eliminating the problem of nip exerted by corners and avoiding any 
stagnant pockets in the material.
Discharging material is collected in a container 4-inches in 
diameter and 5-inches deep, the bottom of the container being bet.a-'vn 
7p and c-inches below the orifice, depending upon th*-* size of the 
orifice in use. The upper edge of the container is provided *ith a 
1-inch lip to facilitate the striking-off of surplus material.
The apparatus is retained rigidly on a f-inch bare .late,
9-inches by 11-inches. Three £-inch diameter vert;cai ruin ig;o;* 
the apparatus and it may be levelled by means of four loot screws.
b . Experimental procedure
A specified weight of material is p laced in tne app nrutus -1 n 
the orifice blocked off. The orifice is unblocked ami the time 
taken for the material to discharge itself recorded to within 0.1 seconds.
93.
P l a t e  5
THE EFFLUX TEST APPARATUS SHOWING 
THE §»», §" and §" D1 3R ORIFICES
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excess material in the receiving container is struck off with 
a straight edge, and the weight of the container and loose material 
recorded. The material is then compacted in a standard manner, and 
the weight of compacted material and container ascertained.
Vith a knowledge of the density of the particles under 
examination, the efflux rate and the proportions of voids in the 
loose and compacted material are subsequently determined.
c . Experimental techniques
It was found that by blocking off the orifice with the oper - 0,1 
index finger, the material could be released and the stop watch st: rt-- 
simultaneously, thus reducing experimental error at this stage to a 
minimum.
The position at which the material ceases to flow was found 
to be ascertainable either by observing the material from th" top 
the container, or by observing the termination of the discharging 
material at the level of the orifice. Both methods were found to he 
equally accurate, but the latter procedure was adopted in order to 
reduce the amount of fine airborne dust inhaled, especially prevalent 
in the crushed rock aggregates.
Flow time measurements were found to be highly reproduc:bie in 
single sized material and satisfactorily reproducible in graded 
material, provided that the material was thoroughly nixed prior to 
each determination and loaded carefully into th^ guaratus to minimise 
segregation.
Compaction of the collected material was effected by the 
application of 25 blows from a ^  lb. "hammer" applied randomly about 
the exterior surface of the container. Loose material was then 
added to produce a dome of material above the surface and tne material
aExcess material in the receiving container is struck off with 
straight edge, and the weight of the container and loose material 
recorded. The material is then compacted in a standard manner, and 
the weight of compacted material and container ascertained.
V.ith a knowledge of the density of the particles under 
examination, the efflux rate and the proportions of voids in the 
loose and compacted material are subsequently determined.
c . oxperimental techniques
It was found that by blocking off the orifice with the operas' 
index finger, the material could be released and the stop watch .,t- rt- 
simultaneously, thus reducing experimental error at this stage to a 
minimum.
The position at which the material ceases to flow was found 
to be ascertainable either by observing the material from thi- top of 
the container, or by observing the termination of the discharging 
material at the level of the orifice. Both methods were found to be 
equally accurate, but the latter procedure was adopted in order to 
reduce the amount of fine airborne dust inhaled, especially prevalent 
in the crushed rock aggregates.
Flow time measurements were found to be highly reproduc:ble in 
single sized material and satisfactorily reproducible in graded 
material, provided that the material was thoroughly nixrd prior to 
each determination and loaded carefully into the apparatus to minimis* 
segregation.
Compaction of the collected material wag effected by the 
application of 25 blows from a 1  ^ lb. "hammer" applied randomly about 
the exterior surface of the container. Loose material was taen 
added to produce a dome of material above the surface and tne material
in the container subjected to a further 25 blows of the hammer in 
the above manner. Lxcess material was then struck off and the 
weight of the container and compacted material determined.
hue to the possibility of segregation, care was taken to 
ensure that only a representative sample of material was used for 
tojping up.
Loose and compacted densities were found to be reproducible 
to within 1%.
d . Application of efflux test results
Figures 1 and 2 show that the efflux rates of single sized 
materials vary considerably with the nature of the aggregate, the 
time for 100 cc. of material to flow increasing, and the volum. r-fp 
of flow decreasing, with an increasing degree of particle intero't! i . 
The ratio of these rates to that of Ballotini produces "interaction 
factors" ranging from 1 to some 1.8 for the most angular crushed m o. 
aggregate, providing a simple, yet informative measure of ue^r^e o ! 
particle interaction.
Figure 3 shows that for any material, the rate of discharge 
is independent of the head of material in the apparatus anu the .oner 
in which it is filled.
Tests on g-inch diameter steel ball searings in appendix ^ 
support the assumption that the criterion of measurement is by solid 
volume rate of flow, based on the uensity t f the irnoviduul part i.cl^ s.
The efflux test is therefore a reliable and simple method of 
measuring the degree of particle inter-action of both single sized and 
graded aggregates.
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EFFLUX Ti~T A H  ARATUo
In the interests of clarity and continuity, both the 
experimental procedure and discussion of results will be dealt ■ ith 
concurrently in this section.
In order to analyse the rates of discharge of materia] fr 
t.. ap{ tratus, Sallotini, nominally spherical glass particles, ■ o 
been u s e ’ as a datum, and have been taken in the first inst ..:e 
bein' fully spherical.
Th> angles of repose of various sizes of Baliotini an
used liter in.this section have been measured by means of the
apparatus shown in plate . The values of the angles of re;
have been taken as a measure of the effective coeffi 'i -nts of • •-
Ootids f-os
of the appropriate sandsj Ang1 ooiwf iipfpen- the fu 1 r e ■ 
sand sizes of Baliotini, Thames Valley crushed flint prove! 
Kountsorrel rranodiorite, are shown in figure
The voids in th>-> compacted material, collected in the :.* 
after discharge from the efflux test apparatus, have been t . 
a measure of the shape of the aggregate. The validity, or ctuej. 
of this measure will be discussed later in this‘thesis.
The dimensional analysis set out in appendix 3 shows that, 
with the elimination of extraneous variables, ^he equation for the 
rate of discharge of single sized granular mater il rrom a circular 
orifice of constant cone angle is in the form:-
1- . .
Plate 6
APPARATUS USED TO MEASURE 'INGLE OF REPOP I 
OF SINGLE SIZED OR GRADED SANDS
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where V = solid volume rate- of discharge 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
D = diameter of orifice
d = diameter of particles
/ h  = coefficient of friction 
Z shape factor.
By using Ballotini, the shape factor (Z) is reduced *
1 vinp th*1 volume rate of discharge (V) dependent upon th^
of tue orifice and particles (D &• d), and the co^f fi ci ent ,-f ;r h
of th<* } rt i cles h  ) .
/
7he efflux rates of nine size grades of Ballotini hnv-
• ‘terrr.ined from the three orifice sizes, shown in fh-ure ,
— 4— j u i (— - 3) for each of the three orifices
D " gc 
lo, trithmic scnles.
These three plots are of a similar form md an '• x r n ‘
• lot for the {,-inch diameter orifice, figure < , sno. . t’ ‘ ‘
< irve falls into two distinct parts: a linear rising r
r rv-> : iesceniing branch.
Th angles of repose of various Ballotini sizes .1.11 a- 
.^v,or: figure *+ to be constant for particles down to . nr;.
This suggests a constant coefficient of friction and c o r r e s p o n d  * 
the : article size rang*1 of the linear branch of figure t . Ida 
iescending branch cf finure C would therefore up ear tc * 
increasing coefficient of friction of part: cles sizes ' r. g. n 
Thus, the linear portion of figure 6 represents the varint r. ;f 
volume rate of discharge with particle size, over the ran •• of 
}-article sizes where th*- coefficient of friction is constant, and tu ■;/ 
be expressed in the form:-
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...--re K find n are constants depending upon th e  s i z e  » f  t'.- J r  
’h lescendinp branch is dependent upon the  increasing co- f f  
of fi Lction, and may be written as:-
V D n
— rrr— t = K (— - 3) • f(/n) ....
D ‘g /
where f( ♦a.) is a function of the coefficient of friction ( <
Now if the deviation of the descending branch ■ f 
from the projection of the linear portion is measure (
log -Ji ■j  = log K(^ - 3) - log X
D V
V K (£ - 3)n - 1d XD - p /
Comparing this equation (4) with equation "
i
that — = fC^t) . Therefore, by plotting log 7- t 
X /  1 “ A
the relationship -r = f(*i) may be established.
A /
substituted into equation 4, producing th<- reliti i 
volume rate of discharge, orifice and particle i : ••*. , 
coefficient of friction of the part cl.es:-
V = h (4 - 3)n *..................
r> 2"^ r> d
D g
A summary of the {.lots of log.   — t * . 1 c (— -
•s. 4— '
of the three orifices i; . hown n figure ?•
. D
for smaller values c : log r r val t {
size (d), the volume rate of :
iiameter orifice than for the '- in ; ian t r f
be due to either one or 1 combined effect f  tv.t :actor: .
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it may be due to the edge effects of the orifice, most iomin
the smallest orifice size. secondly, it may be due to the fict +r f
D
for a constant value of (— - 3) or ratio — , the value of the'd d
diameter (d) will be smaller for the --inch orifice than for t . ■ 
ft-inch diameter orifice. Any surface irregularities not f h -n 
the angle of repose may nevertheless be in action, an woul 
expected to be more domin.mt with the decreasing particle 
rapidly increasing surface area of the material, thus r< 
rates of flow.
The forms of the linear branches of the three -.rv- 
figure 7 were found to be of thc" form:-
V T) 0.295
for the ;}-inch orifice : t = 0 .1^5 (g - 3/ ....
D ;
V D 0.25
for the --inch orifice : — —j  = 0.165 (-7 - 7) ....
D g"
o 2 n r
for the £-inch orifice : -j = 0.1 10 (g -  T) ..........
D 1 g"
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kose and Tanaka have reported the values of t <
”n" (see egu. 2) as being between 0.27 and r>.7r for r;1 
in the range 9 to 3*6 mm. The value of 0.29! for the - 
diameter orifice (measured mm. ould ippear
with their results, as ..ould the decreasing indices. •• ith ii. t 1- 
orifice diameters.
The values of "XT' from e u it ion k were computed from * e 
equations of the linear portion- of the appropriate curves, and. 
be seen from fimure S to bear *.:od correlation to the coefficient of
friction (
The constants "K" and "n" (sue equ. 2) in equations n, 7 and r 
have been found to be related to the orifice diameter (D) in the
ill.
form : K = 0.0:8 D
-0. 70
n = 0.?72 D
As the aim of this section is to analyse tne rate of . i.. c i 
of sands used later in this thesis, further calculations .-.ill he
confined to the 3-inch diameter orifice for which the r ite of
iischarge of spherical particles (V) is given by:-
v . 0.165 ( 2 - 3 )  . °-125O I > W x  J
D g '
(frorr, e }uations 5 and 7)
D °*25 1
or : V = 2.02 - 3)
d " ^ - 3
where "V" is expressed as the volume rate of discharge 
hhape
In order to assign a numerical value to the - ‘
in equation 1 , it was considered that a more rea' -t
be obtained by an assessment of shape in bulk., ruth-
examination of a large number of individual particle.. .
methods reviewed previously, Shergold's methoa :f as.;e.
angularity of an aggregate in bulk by th proportion oi v 
153
compacted material ' has been adopted. However, ; 
more reproducible method of comp ction n . been errq . jv- i 
in the previous section.
To establish the form of the ^unction (-), two sets of t< 
were performed, th- first usinr sing! ■* sized a - regates, ■ . f he 
seconi using graded a.*.*regutos. hi facilitated the effect 
sh»pe on the efflux rates of both single sized an 1 graded mater
to b" investigated.
i) ■ ; ngl*> sized aggregate - The packin'; character 1 sties of a r 
of fine sands of the 18 - 25 size fraction were determined an: * ■ 
results shown in figures 9a and 9b. Ballotini, being of c m  ' e 
-pe, possesses loose and compacted void ratios similar for - 
un i the average values of these are also shown.
it will be seen from figure 9b that a linear relation : 
exists between the differences in loose and compacted voius, . 
efflux rate. It has been assumed that truly spherical and fr 
less single sized spheres would pack into their most stable 
after efflux, and that the void content would not decrease 
externally applied compactive forces. The efflux r.to .♦ 
difference between the loose and compacted voids is zero may t. 
be used to predict the void content at which both 1oo e I 
voids are equal, hence determining the minimum voi . c n* 
in this form of test. This minimum value, foun to : '
used as a datum from which to calculate the sh oe fact •re f
various single sized sands in the form:-
Z = (compacted voids - .
The minimum void content of 3? has riot been re;;oc<- : 
order to ascribe a shape factor of unity to perfect fr. ti
spheres, since the angle of repose of these sphere.-; oul t ••
to be zero. A shape factor of zero for perfect sphere. . n tn
case, renders the form of equation 1 inapplicable f r -u
rather than producing an infinite valu'- for * 
discharge (V) if a shape factor of unit., wa. erp" oy. .
It is interesting to observe that this minimum voi ! content
153
of is the same as that .ie fined by ~hergold
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A logarithmic riot of th« six values cf shape (2),
*. *.< ,r ip] ropriate values of function cf 2 shown ir fi ;r 
luces the final relationship for the rate of :ischarge 
•>i i irticles from the $-inch diameter orifice:-
V = O . S ( | - 3 ) ^ 25 ( ' —
■*r- J = voids an compacted aggregate.
■ led aggregate - A procedure for determining the e ui 
■ t :c . > :ize of a graded aggregate has been deve . or--.: ir.
. t . Iso shown that the efflux rate of a graded aggregate f
petrological source, may be determined fro:- the e f f  .
^ mivalent particle size.
Appendix 5 shows that it is also possible to gr- :.ct * 
r t of a single sized aggregate combination of differer* 
i;.- proportion, and efflux rates, of the individua const a*. . 
materials.
appendices k and 5 n^y therefore be logically exte: 
predict the efflux rate of any graded material, khow r. - ».■ 
rates and proportions of the various constituents.
Tests have been performed on 13 sands screened 
an I recombined to the aggregate grading used in the 
of phase 6 , and shown in figure 30. The p iCr.in c  *r c* 
shown in figures 11a and 11b.
By a similar process to that followed f  r t 
aggregate tests, a minimum void content oi 2a irvdu 
f ictor ( Z )  for aggregates blended to this specific 
Z = (compacted voids - •
1 i 5.
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The logarithmic relationship of figure 1 produces the fir.;.] 
iu tion for the rate cf discharge (V,:-
V = h.l8 (C - 2*0 1
\ r comparison, thie equation may be writ ter. as:-
rj 0. r (r _ )U ' •
V = 1.S9 (% - 3) ---- -
Q Mr L *
-Zl
Ithiugh it is stressed that this equation is applicable only to 1 
value of "d" appropriate to the equivalent particle diameter 
i; -negate grading.
iscnssion of equations 10 and 12
n ' (C z'7)) *' '
V = 0 .8 (2 - j)
n 0.25 ( r  it' •' •
V = 1.89 (2 - 3) '
d  /iA t-.j
The indices of the shape factor (Z) in both equations
ar< ti cal at 0«65» This may be fortuit •
jf thipe by compacted voids appears to be both lor;cal
and, as the datum values of minimum voids were evaluated r tuer * .
| V) C>i'*^ r
i lected arbitrarily, a constant indi-ees may be accer t°d ; 
f rther investigations.
]t will be seen from figures 9a 11a that 4 ’ ■ v . ’ n
compacted aggregate increase line.arly with an increar *» . n e. . u.
increasing by 5*58. with a unit 
efflux time. A1 ;o that, for common a
(C - 33) and (C - 2L0  for singl“ sized and graded material r-s;“C 
are similar. It is therefore evident that th expected increase i 
efflux rate with more densely graded materials is predicted by the
lid.
constant term, the equivalent particle diameter, and the angle of 
repose.
Although the rate of discharge is dependent upon the •• 
particle diameter (d) of the graded material, accounted f .r i. - e 
term (— - 3)i the fineness, or particle size distribution, f * 
material will also considerably affect the behaviour of t h- 
in bulk. The fineness of the material, while determining the 
minimum voids in the compacted aggregate, does not affect t 
magnitude of the shape term (C - min. voids). It is '.loo ev- 
in the angles of repose and the constant terms of equation: '
The term — -r—z would therefore be expected to increase
<- • J
increasing density of grading, both "h" and y w "  hein funct . 
the fineness of the aggregate grading.
In order to establish the function of finenesf (h) . 
graded materials of differing finenesses would have to be < : 
but the shortage of time precluded this examination in t > re ­
work. However, as the aggregate grading chosen for th m 
material approaches that of maximum density, evaluated from 1 . •
expression:- ____ (
P =v 100 (ref. 112)
where P = % of aggregate passing given mesh size
S = mesh size
N = mesh size of smallest mesh passing all aggreu te,
and shown in figure 501 it may be assumed that the maximum vil it f
"K” 'would be in the order of Z.
Thus, the rate of discharge of a granular material from the
-inch diameter orifice would be given by tue icrm:-
D c.25 (' . n 0-"5 
v = f(F) (2 - 3) - .....  15
d y *  •
where V = volume rate of discharge in cc/sec.
f(F) = function of fineness
D = diameter of orifice
d = diameter of equivalent particle size
C = voids in compacted material - %
M = minimum voids for grading (- that of perfect spher
y * . = coefficient of friction, as measured by angle of r
Tests on materials of various finenesses would define the 
function f(F) and lead to a theoretical determination of the rinirmr 
aggregate voids (M). The volume rate of discharge, or an interact 
factor, would then be fully defined in terms of orifice and v irt: 
size, degree of aggregate interaction arid aggregate grading.
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CHAPTER 8
DlbCUbJICh CF hXPFRj MJITAL RbMlTTS
Phase 1.
a . ohaj?es of Marshall test curves
In order to establish the shapes of the Marshall test c rv 
total of 116 specimens of stone filled asphalt was produced, 
a ggr- rate used was Mountsorrel crushed granite throughout, with 
filler content of 77• experimental results are shown plotted • 
figures 1h-, 1ha, 16, 17a and 18.
i) Stability,* figure 1*t - The best smooth curve has bee;, ir-t 
through the average points of the experimental results.
shows an initial minor peak at a binder content of approx mat'ly
t is being 1.27 lower than that at maximum stability. ilv 1 • •
number of specimens tested, their proximity to a regul r curve ,
119
results of previous work on similar compositions , in. ct* fw 4 
the initial minor peak is an experimental phenomenon r;l i 
to any experimental error. With increasing binder conter.1 t 
magnitude of Marshall stability rises smoothly to th ini
peak, then rises further to the major peak of maximum st ■ it :,
finally iecreases regularly.
ii) Flow, figure 15a - With increasing binder conter ‘ the ,
or movement undergone in reaching the maximum le d bear'ng cw
of the specimen, will be seen t o  fall very sli ktly t o  th*-
content corresponding to that of the initial peak o f  tnbilit.y, 
then increase relatively rapidly. There i s  some e v d e . x e ,  sup-; o r 4 
by subsequent results, that at the hi ;h binder c o n te n t .  :rt t r  ach L ... 
that at which the mix becomes excessively fluid, t he  f l o w  v lues
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tend to level off.
iii) Specific gravity, figure 16 - Over the range of binder content 
below that of maximum stability, the* specific gravity increases 
linearly with increase in binaer content. at this p>oint, with 
increasing binder content the specific gravity increases less rapidly 
to a maximum value at a binder content some 1 - 1.5 in excess -f 
that of maximum stability and then decreases. Further experimental 
results suggest that this decrease resorts, ultimately, to a linear 
form.
iv) Voids in mix, figure 17a - The air voids in the specimens
decrease approximately linearly with an increase in binder content 
to roughly that of the initial peak of stability, and then gradual.y 
level off to a minimum value. This minimum void content becomes 
apparent when the specific gravity decreases linearly.
v) Aggregate voids filled with binder, figure 18 - The proport on 
of tilt; voids in the stone, sand and filler filled with binder increase 
with increase in binder content, levelling off to a maximum value at 
the higher end of the range of binder contents investigated.
b) interpretation of the Marshall test curves
Further tests on stone filled asphalts of 505 stone content nd 
Z  filler were performed with Thames Valley irregular flint gravel, 
and also on combinations of this flint gravel with the Mountsorrel 
crushed granite. Marshall test results for these asphalts are also 
included in figures 1*+-18.
i) Stability, figure 1^ Initial stability peaks are evident in
the stability curves of the granite and gravel combinations, but in 
the case of the gravel aggregate asphalts a smootn curve has beer, 
drawn as a possible initial peal; is less well defined.
Tlu stability at the initial minor peal; of the gr .vel stone - 
;ranite sand curve is of a lower magnitude than the stability at 1 he 
major peak, as is the curve of the granite aggregate asphalts.
However, the stability at the initial peak of the granite stone - 
;rave] sand curve appears to be in excess of the secon 1 major pear 
value. r. his phenomenon, together with the fact that the m snitude 
of the initial peaks of the curves of similar stone type are 
approximately equal, suggests that the initial peak is due *-o some 
initial load bearing characteristic of the coarse aggregate skeleto- . 
<ith an increase of binder content in the order of 1/t, the major 
stability peak is achieved and is dependent in its magnitude and 
binder content upon the type of stone and sand.
The stability curve of the gravel asphalt indicates a rel .lively 
low stability value of 1600 lb. This is probably iue to th< poor 
degree of particle interaction of the smooth texturr*d aggregate 
resulting in a low angle of internal friction. The main contribution 
to the stability would therefore appear to be from the filler-bir ler 
matrix, rather than from the aggregate particle interaction.
The main peak of the gravel stone - granite sand asphalt 
stability curve will be seen to be only 120 lb. higher than that of 
the gravel asphalt, and occurring at a binder content 3.7 hi her at 
5*75• This increase in binder content is accounted f^r by the 
increase in the surface area to be covered by tne binder, when 
replacing the relatively rounded gravel of the gravel asphalt by the 
more angular crushed rock fines. The small increase in stability 
is due to the higher degree of jvxrticle interlock of the crushed 
rock fines. The relatively small stability increase may be accounted
for by the interference in the interaction of the angular fines by 
the smooth textured more rounded coarse aggregate.
By replacing the gravel stone in the gravel stone - rani to s 
asphalt with the crushed rock stone, a marked increase in stab:, lfty 
is achieved, increasing by 860 lb. to 2330 lb. It is apparent ‘hit 
with the granite aggregate throughout, the rough surface ted • 
the angular nature of the aggregate combine to their best advml . *e 
to produce a high stability mix. The binder content at t.» main 
peak of stability also increases by 0.5/f, again account' d f ,r 1 ■ 
increasing surface area of the coarse aggregate.
A similar explanation may be put forward to illustrate the 
increase in stability and binder content by transition from t. < ■ v 
aggregate asphalt to the granite aggregate asphalt by way of •It’ 
the type of stone in the first instance, rather than the sand as 
followed above:
The replacement of the gravel stone of the gravel asphalt v • 
the crushed granite increases the stability by 500 lb. ;uvi the bii • r 
content by 0*5%- The substitution of the granite fines, resulting 
in an asphalt of granite throughout, further increases the stability 
by *t80 lb. to 2580 lb., and the binder content by 0.7 tc .2/ .
The postulate that the change in the binder content at 
optimum with alteration of either the stone or sand type is due 
almost entirely to the different surface area of the aggregate, is 
validated by the experimental data. kesults show that the substitution 
of crushed granite for gravel fines requires an increase in binder 
content of 0 •75*% irrespective of the type of stone present. Further 
that the substitution of crushed granite for gravel ston’* rejuires 
an increase in binder content of 0 .5! , irrespective of the type of 
sand present. A certain proportion of the additional binder may,
however, be required to accommodate the increasing voids, and this 
aspect will be considered in more detail later in this chapter.
The effect on stability at the major peak upon alterin, the 
type of either stone or sand is not independent of the type of the 
remaining constituent, indicating that the magnitude of the main 
peak of stability is a combined effect of both stone and sand tyre.
It is therefore suggested that the shape of the Marshall 
stability curve of a continuously graded stone filled asphalt may be 
accounted for as follows:
From very low binder contents, stability increases gradually 
with increasing binder contents. This increasin strength is . a to 
the additional binder providing a greater bond to the aggregate 
particles, thus increasing, to some extent, the degree of friction 
between the aggregate particles. v’hen there is sufficient binder 
to bind the aggregate particles together, enabling the a gregate to 
produce its maximum potential, or inherent stability, the initial 
minor peak is achieved. Throughout this stage the movement under­
gone by the specimen under test is relatively constant, falling ,>nly 
slightly due to the increasing binder content providing a greater 
contribution to the stability of the mix. This supports the 
assumption that the initial aggregate skeleton provides trv Initial 
stability and that the binder serves mainly to restrain the cry 
aggregate rather than to bind the particles together. ik« use of a 
different viscosity binder, or a series of tests at a different to ti 
temperature would be necessary to investigate this theory further.
Upon further increasing the binder content above that of the 
initial minor peak, the surplus binder acts as a lubr cant to the 
aggregate particles. The specimen will compress .nder loading by 
increasing amounts as the binder content is increased and this is
132.
illustrated by the rising flow values at this stage. if tine basic 
aggregate skeleton is sufficiently rigid to retain its initial or 
inherent stability, then th-'* stability value will remain constant. 
Conversely, if the basic aggregate skeleton is inherently unstable, 
then the stability will be reduced with the lubricating action of 
the excess binder.
It will be seen from the stability curves in figure that the 
two aggregate compositions containing the crushed granite fines retain 
their initial inherent stability while the stability of the conrosition 
with the flint gravel fines is reduced after the initial minor peak. 
This suggests that the lubricating effect of the excess binder is 
increased by the presence of a rounded sand, and reduced by a more 
angular rough-textured sand. The sand fraction, therefore, while 
apparently not contributing to any great extent to the magnitude of 
the initial inherent stability, does have a considerable effect on 
the behaviour of the material just after this peak.
As the binder content is further increased, the deformation 
of the specimen under loading also increases. This indicates that 
the aggregate particles undergo a form of secondary compaction in 
which the particles are bedded down into a more stable position.
The particles become more closely associated and the resulting increase 
in particle interaction produces higher bearing capacities of the 
specimens and hence higher stabilities.
Stability then increases to a point at which there is just 
sufficient binder to permit the aggregate particles to compress into 
their most stable position under the action of the applied loading 
and the major stability peak is achieved.
This secondary state of compaction may result in stabilities 
in excess of the initial inherent stability, as is the case with the
133.
granite aggregate, where the increased compaction results in a
sand-filler-binder matrix binding an angular crushed rock stone.
In the case of the granite stone - gravel sand mixtures, it is
apparent that the increased compaction, while providing an increased
stability, does not achieve a stability as high as that of tne
h a  ih.ikl-e
initial minor peak. This is probably due to the pqoc packing 
characteristics of the smooth gravel e4>one and is reflected in 
subsequent graphs.
Upon further increasing the binder content beyond the joint 
of maximum stability, the lubricating effect of the surplus binder 
results in a considerable drop in stability, probably reducing 
ultimately to the stability of the binder.
It will be noticed that the stability curve of the gravel 
stone - gravel sand combination of aggregates appears to decrease 
in magnitude between 2^/a and y l binder. This may suggest the presen 
of a stability from the dry aggregate, decreasing slightly with the 
introduction of significant amounts of binder, until the binder 
content is sufficiently large to cover the aggregate particles and 
contribute towards the initial minor stability peak. The stability 
then behaves as described previously.
The apparent absence of an initial minor peak in the stability 
curve of the gravel asphalt may be due to the lack of any inherent 
stability resulting from the smooth nature of the aggregate.
The initial minor peak of stability would appear to bn depend­
ent primarily upon the nature of the coarse aggregate, while the 
major peak is dependent upon the nature of the coarse and fine aggre­
gate and also the strength of the sand-filler-binder matrix.
ii) Flow, figures 15a- and 15b - Flow curves for all fcur aggregate
combinations follow a similar pattern, decreasing slightly with 
increasinr binder content to a binder content in the region of that 
of the initial minor peak of stability, and then increasing over the 
remaining range of binder contents.
Results will be seen to form smooth curves with relatively 
little deviation from the lines drawn. In the majority of cases 
the deviation is within tin* limits of experimental error.
Flow is a measure of the movement undergone by the specimen 
under loading and it is evident that asphalts composed of tne more 
angular aggregates experience a greater movement in achieving their 
final degrees of compaction. This is due to the aggregate’s initial 
resistance to impact compaction during the preparation of the si^c;rr.«n.
The flow values of the more angular sand are apparently more 
tolerant to changes in binder content, especially at the higher binder
contents due probably to the high degree of particle interaction ;uid
hence the lesser degree of dependence upon the binder quantity.
The sand type is evidently the major factor influencing the 
flow properties of the stone filled asphalts investigated. This is 
especially noticeable at binder contents in excess of those of 
maximum stability where the type of stone has apparently no effect 
upon the flow values. This supports the previous surgestion that 
the stone type has little effect on the behaviour of continuously 
graded stone filled asphalts in the higher binder contents, arid that 
the sand is a prominant factor throughout.
1 ?6
These findings are in accordance with those of lees ,
32 S7' 90 123-5, 128
Stanton and Hveem , Campen and Smith " and others " * 1
iii) Specific gravity, figure 16 - ns the binder content increases,
13d.
the specific gravity of the untested specimens of stone filled 
asphalt increases linearly at a rate of 0,04 per unit increase in 
binder content. At the binder content of maximum stability, the 
rate of increase becomes less rapid until a maximum value is achieved 
and finally decreases.
experimental points are subject to errors of up to 1 and 
occ’T  mainly in the region of the lower binder contents where 
reproducible compaction is more difficult.
The specific gravity of the compacted specimen would be expected 
to be dependent upon the specimen height when compacted in a standard 
manner. Figure 19 shows that for the crushed granite asphalts the 
specific gravity of the specimens of 3% binder decreases conspicuously 
with an increase in specimen height. A similar trend is evident in 
the specimens of 7% binder, although less acute. The gravel 
asphalts, however, are less susceptible to changes in specimen height, 
and hence provide less variation in specific gravity determinations.
These changes in specific gravity are attributed to the 
changing angles of internal friction of the mixtures under compaction. 
The rough textured granite with low binder content transmits the 
compactive effort less readily than does the smooth textured gravel 
which transmits the effort to the centre of the specimen and compacts 
more thoroughly.
Over the linear portion, the increase in specific gravity with 
increasing binder content is due partly to the reduction in aggregate 
voids, and partly to the lubricating effect of the binder providing 
a greater degree of compaction of the specimen.
An increasing binder content results in an increasing specific 
gravity until the binder content is such that all the aggregate 
particles are coated with a film of binder, are compacted into their
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most stable position and a large proportion of the voids in the dry 
aggregate are filled with binder. At this point additional binder 
tends to hold apart the aggregate particles causing a steady 
reduction in specific gravity and stability.
The curve of the gravel stone - granite sand combination will
be seen to level off at the lower end. This may well be due to the
bulking effect of the binder at very low contents where the addition 
of small amounts of binder would tend to hold apart the aggregate 
particles. This bulking effect would continue until the binder is 
: n such quantity that it permits a closer packing of the particles 
during compaction.
The slope of the linear portion of the specific gravity curve
would be expected to be dependent mainly upon the particle size
distribution of the aggregate which determines, to a large exteat, 
the quantity of voids in the dry aggregate. Also, but to a lesser 
extent, upon the degree of interference of the aggregate particles.
iv) Voids in mix, figures 17a and 17b - V.'itn increasing binder
content the air voids in the compacted specimen prior to testing are
s
reduced almost linearly. similar to the specific gravities, this is 
attributed partly to the binder part-filling the aggregate voids and 
partly to the increasing binder permitting a hirher degree cf compact­
ion. VTien the binder content is such that the air voids are filled as 
far as possible, excess binder serves only to hold apart the aggregate 
particles, and produces no further reduction in voids. Th • minimum 
void content may be due to air pockets in the surface of the aggregate 
particles into which the binder cannot penetrate, tno .e/ni-porus 
nature of the filler, and accumulative errors in specific gravity 
determinations of both the aggregate and the specimen.
The voids in the granite sand asphalts mill be seen to fall
slowly at first then assume a more rapid linear relationship. This 
is probably due to the higher degree of particle interaction of the 
granite fines resisting compaction until the binder content is in 
sufficient quantity to permit movement. Initial void reduction is 
due mainly to the added binder part filling the air voids with only 
slight compaction of the aggregate particles.
Both linear portions of the granite and gravel sands are of 
equal slope, decreasing by approximately J/L voids per unit increase 
in binder content.
As was the case with Marshall flow, the type of sand influences 
to a considerable extent the quantity of air voids in the compacted 
specimen prior to load testing. The type of stone appears to 
influence only the final limiting value of the voids, the gravel stone 
entraining more air voids due to the difficulty of packing around its 
smooth semi-rounded surface.
v) Voids filled with binder, figure 18 - Th^ proportion of voids
in the dry aggregate which are filled with binder increase with 
increasing binder content in a manner similar to that in which the 
voids in the compacted specimen decrease. This is linear at first 
and then levelling off to a constant value, governed by the combined 
effect of the stone and sand.
Phase 2.
Effect of aggregate grading on the behaviour of stone filled asphalt
To investigate the effect of aggregate grading on the behaviour 
of stone filled asphalts, four aggregate gradings were selected.
Each grading had the same maximum and minimum particle size and stone 
contents ranged from y f/c  to 6C%. The filler content remained 
constant at 7%. The aggregate gradings are shown in figure ^8 and
test results in figures 20- 2 k .
i) stability, figure 20 - The close proximity of the test results
of the higher stone content asphalts lead to some confusion in the 
stability curves at lower binder contents. However, it is quite 
evident that the initial peak of stability becomes considerably less 
pronounced as the stone content is increased, showing a distinct 
absence of peak in the 60% stone content asphalt.
On the hypothesis of an initial stability from the bas^c 
aggregate skeleton, it would appear that as the stone content is 
reduced in the 60% to bCf/o stone content range, i.e. the concer.trution 
of the sand fraction is increased, the basic aggregate skeleton 
strength is increased. Conversely, the more dominant initi'2 minor 
peak of stability in the lower stone content asphalts would iniicate 
a less stable initial stability which is considerably reduced while 
the aggregate particles undergo the preliminary stages of the secondary 
compaction. This latter interpretation would appear to be more
logical since the aggregate grading of maximum density and hence in
theory, though not in practice, of maximum stability, would have a
stone content of 6^.5% (see references 10c and 112). This is a little
higher than the maximum stone content investigated. Further, the 
initial inherent stability of the JO% stone content asphalt is 
considerably below tint of the *t0% and 50% stone content asphalts, 
supporting the latter theory.
In summary, it would appear that as the stone content is reduced, 
the initial inherent stability would be reduced and become less stable.
It will be seen that over the range 40% to 60% stone content,
the magnitude of maximum stability is sensibly constant, supporting
119
the results of previous work by the author . Also that with a 
reduction in stone content to JO;., the maximum stability is considerably
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The basic flo value o f  t h e  ‘ Oft. stone content asphalt d o e r ,  
n o t  reduce to t h e  same value as that of the lower stone content 
'.u halts. Phis may be attributed to the difficulty in compact
>ely r 1< i material, et pecially at such low bit er nter.t .
v:tv, ' --urc h - As tn*» . r 'ate 
for four aggregate gradings, it is possible to compare 
•uchin ■ characteristics of the various asphalts from the sj **e ! 
i:r ivi ty curves.
As stated previously, the particle size distributior. ' 4 ► • 
j- negate would be expected to influence the rate of increase ft 
specific gravity with increasing binder content over the linear 
portion of the curve. This is evident in figure 22 wher^ t. 
increase will be seen to be less as the stone content is reds :.
* he stone content decreases, the proportion of fine a; regate 
increases thus producing a greater surface area to b** cc .ted . . 
binder, and a greater volume of voids to be filled.
The maximum value of specific gravity will be s *in to ir -re 
with the stone content over the range 30ft. to SO but iecr • 
slightly at a stone content of 6 Oft. The increase is an 4 4 **
increasing density of the graded aggregate, r.J the decre :.e t t 
drop in workability. These maximum values ere jres** pe „ ;t . 
content in figure 26, and a maximum specific grav'.ty is . ct— . *t 
a stone content of 52.5ft.
The binder content at maximum specific r n v  ty res ;ce? it i 
an increasing stone content, as shown in figure . , in . luil ir
manner to that of maximum stability, an; for th same reasons.
iv) Voids in mix, figure 23 - As ..oul be exjected, the void
curves of the stone filled asphalts are of a similar i; tpe, and with
148.
a Jrift in binuer content appropriate to tie aggreust0 ~r :
The minimum void contents ar evidently governed by 1 . t  ‘ .r-
regate r 1 r, being dependent, as before, upoi the 
] icking an. workability.
10
*he Air Ministry Specification No. 201 in its r *c 
for paved are is of Marshall asphalt, stipul<tes in schedule V 
nt of between y  and 5%• The binder content at *+h void 
+herefore been shown against the corresponding stone center- 
figure 29i and for the mix requiring the minimum amount of 
•for*‘ content of 52.57- would appear appropriate.
v) Aggregate voids filled with binder, figure 2*+ - »g !
wit th< specific gravity curves, the initial slopes of the car 
voids in rry aggregate filled with binder are relate! tc t  ue 
voids in the dry aggregate, and the total surface arei of t » 
p irticles. The increase with increasing binder content i >•.
with the lower stone content asphalts where hi her init il r 
voids and surface area require a greater amount of binder.
The air Ministry calls for between 75% and 32a aggregate v i . 
filled with binder, and the binder content at 7&% voids filled with 
binder has been plotted to stone content in figure 30. It is 
interesting to observe that the stone content requiring 1 he lea ‘ 
binder for this condition is again , esting t
the i leal stone content for the particular aggregate type, f H e r  
content and binder used in this investigation.
This ideal figure of 52.55 stone content is that at whi h the 
mixture would be at its densest ana most highly stable form, requiri 
the minimum amount of binler for all conditions.
The Air Ministry range of ton' contenf for Marshall ruh.lt 
*+07 to 52.5b and it is interesting to observe that th. upper limit
Ho.
specified i .3 that of maximum density as determined in th<- course 
the present work. The lower limit of is that below which
stability drops considerably, and void conditions fall outsj >  the
fie ; i u res. The range tc 52.51 has been foun i expei 
ally to be that at which mixes are at their most favourable c. n . *
«re relatively insensitive to small changes in binder co;.te:.t.
rhase J-.
■rlson of gap- and continuously-graded asphalts.
experimental results discussed earlier in this tries 
that the potential strength of continuously graded asphalt mixture 
dependent mainly upon the degree of interlock of the a. -rep * 
a:.; partly upon the strength of the sand-filler-binher matrix.
Hot rolled asphalts employed in this country are main y of t
g
gap graded type as specified in B.S. 59^ • 3y nature «. ' t «ir
aggregate grading these mixes rely to a considerable extent utoi 
strength of the sand-filler-binder matrix for their ult k te .,t ,'t * .
In order to investigate the different characteristi r r  of -*r. 
asphalt mixtures, the test results of the continuously graded ,r • 
stone - gravel sand asphalts described in phase 1, Lave beer c r.|-r-. 
with those of a gap graded asphalt. This gap raded asphalt h.a : a 
continuously graded stone and sand, deficient in tiie '7 -25 sieve . i ■ 
sand fraction and the aggregate grading is shown in figure *+c . «
further single sized stone asphalt, with an "asphalt sand" m inly 1 
the 5^-100 sieve size range, has been investigated, v ut 1:ip in : t-
ency in results of specific gravity determinations preclude a . • ;y 
of the specific gravity and void characteristics. Ksrshail test 
results are, however, discussed in context.
To avoid confusion, the gap graded asphalt with the continuously 
graded stone will be referred to as the rap graded asphalt, ;J the
1 r>( -.
econd gar graded asphalt with the single sized stone wi.l 
utably dist:in. unshed when the occasion arises.
. tability, figure JA - It will be readily observed that vi.e 
• -J'-T ’ e i k. ■ of stability for the continuously * ruded ana - grvded 
;; are . imilar at approximately 21OC lb. This sup.orts the
re; s :e that th- main stability is a combined effect of the int^r- 
icti .1. rigidity of the ooarse aggregate skeleton and the
of t ;*■ s nd-f:ll^r-binder matrix. It is aprarent that the I r 
.ire fraction at this point serves solely to part fill i v 
.‘ ft in the stone skeleton and, where absent, th> resultin v-. idr 
• i by the binding matrix. This would account for the aoi;t 
1 of binder required for maximum stability of the gat graded < .
The initial minor peak of stability, accounted for prev:.
by the strength of the ag -negate skeleton, is lest in the <,,.i • f 4
cap graded asphalt probably due to the absence of th‘ larger 
sizes. The latter asphalt is, however, more stable, as i' u; tr ted 
by the apparent lack of sensitivity of stability to small c.. u gee ir.
binder content, and by the constant flow values over this rar.g« I
binder contents.
Stability results of the gap gradea asphalt ;ith th* in*. Lo 
sized stone are somewhat erratic, but the suggested shape of trie 
stability curve is depicted in figure 31* ith the exception c i 
the higher stability at a binder content of all stabilities ire
of sensibly equal magnitude at 12^0 lb. over the limited rat.go of 
binder contents investigated. This is most probably accounted for 
by the strength of the sand-filler-binder matrix, the ston*- serving 
purely to reduce the volume of the matrix. As the stone content is 
evidentally insufficient to form a skeleton, it is probable that the 
higher stabilities produced at binaer content are m e  to
experimental error in production.
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However, the three curves do estublie: satisfic1 jrliy 
the magnitude of maximum stability is depen ent upon t:. * r: ■
t;ie coarse aggregate skeleton, where } resent. and upon * .*» 
frength of the sand-filler-binder matrix.
ii) Flow, figure 32 - The flow curves of th** eont Lnuou
ud graded asphalts are of a similar form. A cor. ;>*r .
ii. : inder content is evident, resulting in le .s v <ri it. 
t- 1 gap graded material than for the continuously *r h*d n 
toe binder contents close to that of maximum stability.
The flow curve of the gap graded asphalt ol sir 
appears to increase almost linearly, accounted for by v 
luantity of the binder present, and hence the greater , 
mix.
iii) - v) Specific gravity and dependent vari bles, f :u: 
apart from the expected drift in binder content, the ■ r ;■
asphalt appears to have a higher proportion of void;: acoour *
by the greater degree of voids in the compacted dry ag-rer ite.
The curves are of the predicted form, and in th 1: u * '
previous discussions, are self explanatory.
In summary, the stabilities of the ron* inucu ly gr id 1 
gap,' graded asphalts are of a similar magnitude, bu* t 
asphalt accommodates a larger amount of bin ter and i i 
to small changes in binder content* .-it optimum hinder content, 
although greater, the flow values of th< era h
variable than those of the continuously gradet ph*it.
It would appear, therefore, tr.st at tn» conditions examined, 
the gap graded asphalt is th* more . tab] mixture aceomodati.ng a
1 r>7 •
'i .rger amount. of binder, but: flow v.lues are reat^r 
possess a higher proportion of air voids.
bha.se '4.
”>.>■ -^' flux test
Detailed results and the discussion of exy-rd • ‘ 
beer* lealt with concurrently in chapter 6. Altncu 
t me precluded a complete analysis of the efflux test, r 
indicate quite clearly that the measure of rate of 
aggregate particles from a circular orifice is a re; • 
simple and meaningful way of assessing trie c mbin 
particle shape, angularity and surface texture in t 
action of both single sized and graded aggregates.
Phase D.
Tests on sand asphalts
A series of twelve sands was i n v e s t i g a t e d ,  eacr. * ‘
content of 10% and blended to a common aggregate gradi:
figure 50. This aggregate grading, taken from t * i r .
12*+
Laboratory's Kesearch Note No. ,5570 approacnes + ' t  
density, ind was employed in preference t o  the  g ra d in ,  •?' • i ;;
density following th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  r e s u l t s  o f  th e  in v e s t :  *- - i n t o  
s to n e  f i l l e d  asphalts.
Aggregates investigated include nominally spheri' a ’ -lusr 
particles, rounded silica sand, rounded Hint -ravel, i r r e  ;u l *r 
flint gravel, two crushed granites, crushed porphyry, bus. .It <cd 
limestone. Combinations o f  g r a v e l ,  r a n i t e  end j  rphyry were also 
studied.
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Test results and theoretical leterminations are show:, i 
figures 36-hl.
Th( initial peaks of stability* seen in figure ;> , 
lominant in the stability curves of the more rounded sands, 
supports the theory of an initial inherent stability from th** 
iggrepate structure. The Thanes Valley irregular flint . y.- 
b* :orr;**s increasingly more rounded as the particle size de *•■• 
f attrition and the crushed nature of the larger parti el­
and its high initial peak of stability, in asphalt form, v..
theory that the initial inherent stability is lever ie;d 
upon the nature of the coarse fraction of the aggregate.
It is unfortunate that the limited series of L~ . h‘: . 
rounded silica sand asphalts did not reach its peak of maxi 
stability in the range of binder contents examined, 
tine did not permit the range to be extended.
The Harden crushed porphyry series of asphalt, 
produce similar values of stability over the range of t :**: 
examined. Although no logical explanation of thi. pi *n< . *r 
be offered, the conformation of test results wit: phyiica 
in subsequent relationships precludes the po. . i l.-i li ty of ‘ 
error in the region of the predicted m ocimum st it ity.
Basic flow values of the asphalts of more an. ui *r *
will be seen from figure 37 to be greater th n f
aggregate, due to the lesser degree o! init. c nr ct :i
preparation, and consequently greater move - nl ui. -ergone • f r
achieving the most stable load be-r rn po. : t.on.
All curves of voids in mix »n: re ■ <* e vc.
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binder (figures 39 and ^0 respectively) ap] ear to love1,
: tmilar values, the consistency of results beirq ittri *
identical aggregate grading of all aggregate types.
Aggregate voids in mix have also been evaluate i r
1°r all sand types in figure ^1. With increasing I : j. ; 
aggregate voids decrease to a minimum value and then ini ■ 
The decrease in voids is attributed to the increase 
resulting from increasing binder content, producin ’ .• 
greater compaction and fewer aggregate voids. At : in: 
voids the binder content is in sufficient quantity 4 
a gregate particles to adopt their closest fori: luri .
The addition of binder at this stage serves only t h . 
aggregate particles, resulting in an increasir.' prc: t
aggregate voids.
It was apparent that the binder content at • iran .■ 
voids in mix corresponded to that of maximum st-ibl' ty. 
both stone filled and sand asphalts, shown graphical 
indicate conclusively that the binder content it >.• .. ui 
is the same as the binder content at minimum ar : re - r it 
This illustrates that the maximum load bearin c;<pacii 
will be achieved when the binder content is such t it t n 
particles are permitted to assume their closest for:: 
during compaction in preparation and under loadin f t*> ‘ .
The binder content of the limestone sand a ;phnlt it 
stability will be seen to be some Ti hi -her than the 1 \ 
at the minimum voids in the mixei aggregate, 
due to the high proportion of fine dust present in t.n- r e\ 
aggregate requiring additional binder tu coat it, an> ni 
increase in strength of the binder matrix may account f o r  t
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increased stability evident in subsequent examinations.
binder content at minimum aggregate voids ha. b^e: 
in figure to increase linearly with the proportion of nil. 1 mu;.-
v i  is in the mixed aggregate. This signifies that the surface 
area characteristics of the aggregate particles are reflect*-".; 
void content of the mixed aggregate, and that ag. regate ; -ic; i 
rather than surface area, is the dominant factor governing th- 
ipj ropriate amount of binder required for maximum stub . . * y.
The extrapolated linear relationship will be s*-e.n at' i 
through the origin, but to suggest a small proportion oi v.u . 
the mixed aggregate at zero binder content. .’hit /■
may well be associated with the minimum void content ol nix<- 
discussed previously and seen in figures 17a, 17b, s.7,
The premise that the movement undergone in att <i an 
maximum load bearing quality of a specimen is iue to 
down, or secondary compaction, of the aggregate part' . • , 
confirmed by figure V+. It signifies that tne fl 
at maximum stability is directly proportional tc th- 
of aggregate voids in the mixture. As the pro; e
aggregate voids in the mixtures increase, the mov r
attaining the secondary and final state of c np.cfi >: 
resulting in higher flow values.
Variations in the linear relationship are . h; t • -
error, and the recognised variation in **lo. .measurement .
A similar relationship is tentatively ..hown fa 
filled asphalts, where the increase in flow vi* acreasin 
aggregate voids will be more rapid tear; for t; .  uvl ,
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increased stability evident in subsequent examinations.
ihe binder content at minimum aggregate voids ha. b«en 
in figure *+3, to increase linearly with the proportion < f nij.imum 
v i is in the mixed aggregate. This signifies that th*? surf ire 
area characteristics of the aggregate particles are reflect- . 
v d i content of the mixed agf^regate, and that ag regat^- ] i c .  .. 
r*ther than surface area, is the dominant factor governing th- 
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The extrapolated linear relationship will be seer, no' 1 
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the mixed aggregate at zero binder content. 1 hi. ,\ /
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The premise that the movement undergone in att >i d 
maximum load bearing (quality of a specimen is ;u>* to 
down, or secondary compaction, of the aggregate part -id- , 
confirmed by figure Mf. It signifies that the fl 
at maximum stability is directly proportional to th- 
of aggregate voids in the mixture. As the pro’ •■t-j 
aggregate voids in the mixtures increase, the nov- r 
attaining the secondary and final state of c mp-cti : 
resulting in higher flow values.
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to a similar proportion of voids in the mixed aggregate rerr 1 4 nr
a lesser decree of compaction in stone filled asphalts.
The minimum aggregate voids of tthe sand asphalt mixtures 
be seen from figure b$ to be linearly related to the efflux r t- f
the ciry aggregate particles. This.indicates that the form - f 
particle interaction of the aggregate in its dry state also d • . d
its performance in a bituminous mixture. The linear relat i-
in figure b^ > is peculiar to the particular aggregate trading *
for this investigation. Th^ slop>e of the relationship woulo he 
expected to decrease as the grading of the continuously grad'd 
aggregate tended to become finer, resorting, ultimately, 4 
horizontal relationship for single sized material. In t g 
the minimum aggregate voids would remain constant while t.h 
rate increased with decreasing particle size.
Maximum Marshall stability has been plotted to th« ef!I 
time of 100 cc. of material in figure ^6, and the limited nu: . •*: 
results, with the exception of the limestone and the basalt, 1 4
a linear relationship. As the efflux time is re] ite ; linenrly * 
the compacted voids in the dry aggregate (see figure 11a), 4
stability will be linearly related to the compacted voids in t ry
aggregate, again supporting the theory of stability.
The increased stability of the limestone and basalt \
due to the high dust content and its affinity to the larger ; r t -
particles, and/or the greater adhesive properties of these ar re * . tu
17b 176 , . 169
types for binder. Mathews et al ' , Skidmore , hni*ht
177Richards and Varma have reported a greater bon 1 between a b.-
and limestone or basalt than with other aggregates. It r:.uy be that 
these hydrophobic aggregates produce a higher stability resulting
173.
from the combined effect of particle interaction and binder ndhesi • n, 
rather than the greater reliance on particle interaction of the 
hydrophilic, more acidic aggregates.
Figure ^7 shows the relationship between tiie loose and. 
compacted voids in the dry aggregate and the correspondinr v i 
the bituminous mixture at maximum stability and minimum nr~r> <te 
voids. The minimum values of voids sire derived fror the e 
figures 11a and *+5, and the relationship is confined sp* f 
th particular aggregate grading investigated.
The Marshall test procedure has been employed tiir 
course of the investigation to study the behaviour ol t 
under quasi-static loading. hile not. necessarily re] 
practical experience, results have provided a basic m b  f 
the mechanical properties of both stone filled r nr 
mixtures. Further, the use of the efflux test -.pparet • 
a simple, yet reliable, method of predictin' the r^Vivi >ur : 
particles in sand asphalt mixes.
In order to predict the resistax.ee of surf < ~i r. u to I ■ 
under heavy wheel loading, the heel-tracking apparatus n s recc ' .
as a means of examining the performance of both stone :ities 
asphalt mixtures under repeated dynamic lo ding. ..It.io, h * e 
tracking apparatus shown in plate 7 was set uj u. } '■■j.i" -:g
undertaken, it was not possible in th- t'.ne .v dhobi ■ 
aspect in the present investigation.
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conclusions
The exp>erimt-ntal results have be^n discussed in ieta'l in 4 n<“ 
preceeding section of this thesis and the following main conclu 
ar° drawn:
1. Variation of Marshall stability with binder content map
considered in two distinct stages. At low binder content 1 >• 
stability is dependent mainly upon the initial load be irir. * :
eristics of the basic aggregate structure, but at hi *her 
contents, when the aggregate particles are further compact-
the test, the degree of particle interaction of the ccar e 
and the strength of the sand-filler-binder matrix are * ich 
utory factors.
2. The nature of the stone in stone filled asphalts is i r.......
in contributing to the strength of the basic aggregate strict ,
to a lesser extent, the strength of the mix at the major r 
stability. However, changes in stone content within the r 
^0% to 60^ have little effect on the Marshall stability f c ■:* m  
graded stone filled asphalts.
3. Tests on sand asphalts support the postulate that .ax!mum
stability is achieved when the quantity of binder present i just 
sufficient to permit the aggregate particles to compact to the 
maximum degree during the preparation of the sampl e, aid aui-r.e -tuer:tly 
to adopt their closest form of packing during the test.
k .  Aggregates displaying pronounced particle interaction and
hence high aggregate vuids, both as a separate entity and as a
I7f>.
constituent material in a bituminous mix, possess potentially high 
load bearing capacities.
5. The flow, or movement undergone in sustaining the load, is
dependent upon th*- initial degree of compaction of the aggregate 
particles, mixes of higher aggregate voids displaying larger flov 
values.
Th*1 flow characteristics of mixtures of continuously grade 
stone filled asphalt are dependent mainly upon the nature of t j ’i 
aggregate, and are influenced only in the first instance, to  a 
extent, by the nature of the stone. The quantity of ;tone, in 
influencing the initial degree of compaction, affects the ma a: is. '■->
and variation of flow especially at the higher binder contenl .
These findings may be logically extended by considerin, th- o  ■>. e 
and fine size fractions of sand asphalts in a similar manner.
6 . The rate of change in voids and aggregate voids f 'led
binder with increasing binder content is dependent upon t
of the aggregate grading. This finding applies t t S a t i 
and sand asphalt mixes and indicates that the racking ch ir .ct.-i 
govern the quantity of aggregate voids to be f 11 * 1 -,i+h Ir. a . 
There appears to be a minimum proportion of air v o i
reduced upon increasing the binder content, and t .i has bee: t i
to be characteristic of all the asphalts examine .
The proportion of voids and aggregate voids i lied t; \ ii ie
in stone filled asphialts is governed almost exclusively by 4. i " l r  
of the sand.
7. The efflux test has proved to be a simple and reliable method
of assessing the combined effect of particle angularity, shape and
texture of both single sized particles and a graded a ggregate.
The test may be employed to predict the binder content of a and 
asphalt required for maximum stability, the magnitude of 4h 
stability, the corresponding flow and the void characteristic; i f 
the mixed aggregate.
The diameter of the orifice required to avoid Vlociii 
restricts, for practical purposes, the use of the efflux t 
apparatus to the study of aggregate particles in the . ir .
However, as the sand fractions govern to a considerable e\t>-' 
behaviour of stone filled asphalts and as the suitability 
sands in practice is a matter for conjecture, thi phv. '.c-< 
would appear to be applicable in its present form.
The conclusions drawn apply only to the range Qf it - 
and test conditions adopted in this investigation. They, ji 
a basis for an understanding of the behaviour of densely r i n 
bituminous materials under load, and it is especially u: o f *1 1 •
the test adopted for assessing the degree of particle interact.( . 
can be correlated with Marshall behaviour.
It is considered that the topic merits further investigation, 
especially in relation to examining the possibility of correl.it on 
with the service behaviour of asphalts, and suggestions are give; 
in the following section regarding the aspects which would appear 
to merit detailed study.
1 Ml.
CHAPTER 10
R^CC.ludhDATlONC FOR FURTHER ..-CRK
The work reported in this thesis is limited to a study of 
the effect of aggregate type and grading on the Marshall parameter 
of dense asphalt mixes. The work could, with advantage, be o.t \ : d 
in order that the following variables be studied separately:
1. Effect of filler content, especially in relation t o  + ^  
filler/binder ratio, considering the filler as part of the it. i: 
agent rather than as an extension of the aggregate grading;
2. Effect of changes in binder viscosity, in order that th«
contribution of binder properties might be assessed. Th.' 
usefully be extended to include various types of binder, esp-c. 
Trinidad Lake asphalt, high viscosity tars, bitumens and cor' > 1
thereof.
It is considered that the essential requirement at rr*'o 
an assessment of the implications of the Marshall test, especially 
in whether high stability, or low flow, or a ratio of there paramott 
is the applicable criterion for predicting the suitability of a 
material for the construction of non-deforming layers under loan.
The Wheel-tracking test provides some indication of th* probable 
behaviour in service and joint work on the Marshall test and the 
wheel-tracking test is recommended.
Work on relating the efflux rate of a graded sand to its 
behaviour as a constituent material of a sand asphalt has been 
confined to one particular aggregate -rading. an extension of the 
work using aggregate of various gradings may lead to an expression
relating both the particle interaction and the fineness of the 
aggregate grading to the behaviour of sand asphalts. This aspect 
may warrant further investigation.
The higher Marshall stability value resulting from marked 
particle interaction presents the possibility of difficulty in field 
compaction, a laboratory workability test is therefore required in 
order that this may be assessed quantitatively. It is suggested 
that the relative density and the corresponding stability on a range 
of levels of compaction might present a possible approach to this 
problem. Preliminary work in developing this test might be performed 
with the use of oils with a viscosity at room temperature similar 
to that of the binder at compaction.
Conclusions drawn from the results of experimental work 
described in this thesis, with particular reference to the contri­
bution of the constituent materials to the performance of the mixed 
material, are based on a limited number of specimens at specified 
conditions. Results from certain of the above recommendations 
would either validate the proposed theories, or provide a further 
insight into the physical structure and load bearing qualities of 
dense asphalt mixes.
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ijate grading, varying s4 one contents.
• m
.1. ' .
Binder
inder Number of hi * hi 3ity
specimens; (lb^ |  -±Ji$
.
 - . - — ■ ■ —-■■■ — — • - ■ — — —
I a
'I j  : i .  - v ,
9c.
.
'10a, jQtil.'. nuourly TadeU -t  *ai* •- stone ( .r> :
Binder I’umber of Statn litv 71 ov
ro on
9.
.
19 •
10b, 1ingle sized granite stone 
’ asphalt" sarid 
%  filler
Pinler. ? lrrier < f 
content( ) ■ ; ec : ‘t.r
Zh
O-
7
L.
1,
11a. K o u n ts o r r e l  c rushed  ;r .< n ite
. Voids '
. . 4
2 13’ • . 0' *.
1V73 ‘ -
7
b 1C70
1 r>&5 .
1965 15 ' .1 ■
9 i
k 1970 16 ■ *'<
k 1975 • . 97
k 1S20 1<> .
k 1C 25 23*
1 1510 •-9 . .1 ■
13^0 - .!• . . 3
11b. Ohames.Valley irregular f l i n t  g ra v e l
Cinder • Number of stability Flew •<. i .  
content(, ) specimens (lb) (xC.91")__________( ) f > 1~ v______
94 |  1550 10-' . 12/  ' • H .
: i: leiv
. ynjj ds
1760
1*f-
m
. .217 o.76
11 d. Or.ushed limestone
Binder Number of Stabi]itv Flo - .) • J 0
; specimens (lb) (xo.or’)
?. 2.575 11
2610 13
25BO 16
k 2705 17 i •
2605 21 . 5*c'i
k 2l;60 2?
1720 *’0
L ioi: 12,10 _.7b._ .. A
Ives rounded flint i-rav-l
Binder Number of J t' •; b I i " ,/ ■. ’.
contentC ) np^cirr m s (lb)
11 . .
t.* .
.
10
. jjsL
I'lg; Horden crushed porphyry
Binder
2
9
. 2095 
2G20 
2025 
>030
.
19 *
11;:. 3 Ha-rden - 5 -Thame V-Oley
Binder
(lb) .
1905 11; .if
2 1975 17
9 1 9o 1. :
. .19?
16OC . . • . > .
11 j. 3 (Thames V.-lley - ' {.ountaObrel
-r of St •: i 1:’ ty Flo* -.1.
1-V -
1 i
1.9
* 7
io|
.id 7 .70 ’ 09.5
::.ir9 7 .32' 5.9
<..185 % 9 7  > 2
..I a_ 4 • 79 • l-
...00 9.09 99 .v -
78 .B 
28.5
- —      -- ■ —
Sjgid.ht.an rou;. - • 1 • •
binder .0umber of ,>t bilily , "1. o • . .
- 1 *. ) -y "Ol: ( F , __

rv
frb:" a circ-'.l* M : :-i f _c*- • 
AlPLTOIiffl h . £ uivpl^nt rt ~"
API 21 ©IX %  - ^ternj ratioi: ..f ACS'] lx r 1
of a^pref'.ite tv: x>.
API .'-JJX 6. '.’heoreticsl r r ‘,5 H ’" «’
API JiiDIX 7» Computed re ult rip m; 1.
discharge of ir-ir. f. • - 1 • .
2 A
— —  —   —  ■ ■ —  ■■■ — 1 ■■ -   —
-
7 ’lotini sire
3 mm. 
1-^ -2 mm'. 
Grade ^
S
1C '
11 
1 b
c) B.o. Jieve sires - t -as- ar *{.- rc . * : *
sieve sires o * 7
jieve. :' i re r-:.re <=• ■ u, l v
. '■-> . *
7 -  
-  1
1 -
-
( •)
1.
C • 7


f )
[
or
hence
or
or
IT
t: on
y
.
= number of particles
"x " is fh'e number 
n of par* .c
“ = (M^ 1 . K. X< .... :: n  n
X-| X
H = (M^TT . K T  .... t- T"
. the proporti >n of }>art. d e c ,
e total number of .ni t ic' e s ,
K = (K1
V
. K-, . . , pn ■. •
i i =ii
' Fi
K = J i M. 1
i=1
i=n
locr K » ] 
i =1
v. lor M. 
l i
- r report 'on of number ,*f • ■rticle: *
■ fenot^e t ro ;uct
lenot^ ; ; . ■ - 11'on
= weight - f c- id. " rt.cle ire *1’ :r
= weirht of tot a number 4’ ; *rt * c.1» ^
i =r;
] or T. = ">;
: -«* •
Verification < f method of determiinin ;  ^juiv i-»nt
diameter orifice 
Thames Valiev sand.
weight of particles ( ..)
particle size a b c a e f jftW* ■
7 - 1 0 500 500
10 - 14 500 500
14 - 1S 500
10 - 25 500 500
2 5 - 3 6 500 500
3 6 - 5 2 500
52 - 72 500
72 -100 500 5 ■ ,Cn
100 -150 5o<
Combination .eight Efflux time equivalent .
(gm) (sec) for H OC t'.n ’ - I '
a 10O0 23.8 73.8 .
b 1500 33.^ 22 . 3 •
c 1000 1 4 . 1 14.1
d 1500 20.1 13.4 • )
e 1000 12.6 1 c •  ^*_ • •
f 1500 19.7 13.1 1 . 1
g 3000 36 .8 1. .2 I . • «.
h 3000 ^5.7 15.2 1,5.1
i 2250 30.7 15.6 1".r
Theoret ical times have beer. toper, from the flot of the r^ -s .
of individual parti cl ize measurements at tl • appropriate equiyn
particle size.
Co,, b.inati ons were chosen with jarticle sizes in adjacent or
adjacent ‘sizes si nee t . particle sizes of widely differing values
•would exhibit
t—(<1 t irrie.. . imilnr to that of trie particle size ii
majerity.
iltV.
e'te/x':< ' t oil f e'jffd'ux. r tel f
■ . tui 1 mHz nr*!
-
i <;..e t ■ r
aecific :*r *t 5 ty o- :nix (»?m) 
1 1
gm
assuming that time A (sec/1 'Xdc) = *: :.ie -t
then
rate A rate
size range Efflux rates (cc/sec) Thenr-d:
M/S L.B. efflux rate
1*+ - 18 17.0 * 2.3 m  *
- 25 19.1 1O .7
25 - 36 20.7 . .9
36 - 52 21 .7 17.2
52 - 72 21 • 3 27.6
72 -100 19.9 20.5
?}. • efflux r a * ' * of ar. a-'greg t** e • ' \..i 
determined fror. thi proportion an 1 efflux rat e »f
rnateri dr.
•' 1 .
.1 r „ .JjA
.Qoreti > ■ ^ 1 r hi
■■ .   j|,        - r ,
■ f  1 -  . t  i v i \
weight of thid :.i . e • r* 
t Men 'Vulunc* of part. cles/iOO p". <■ ‘ . r - »t
total volume of 1oC -n of * r*-
hence the spec: fic gravity f v.
The specific gravity of the v<, 1 i1e> 
similar m;;:.ner by computing the velum* 
per 100 gm of mix.
b) Voids in mix
g a
= specific gravity of mix
G,„1 =
theoretical specific :r.*vO
V = volume of 100 gm of mix
V
8 =
volume of 10C gm of voidl' J ilicu
V
V =
volume of voids / 1 r;.i x
l / V voi ds in mix = V .  T'/v =y
T .
V = TOO end / =
J .
A I
. 1 •
! I. ; r " : a re/rate
......-------------- —  —  ifc«*
if 1. = ; erific ravity of fir. ier
= sr^cific rravitv of irtix 
A '
\J = vo.time of b i : e r  / if-' :n ■
V - volume of a - -rep ite / i ( *rr
A
V = volume of voile / TCX *m •-» ' iv
v
V - volume of 1CX gm c: mix
V = weight of binder / 1 ir,
then °, void ir. mixed a * -regate B_
, B . G + V , 
hence V.M.A. = (.7=— A
JO
where V = voids .in mix (s e irv ou 
m
d) Agt. regAite voids filled wttr binder
/; aggregate voids filled with toner = __'■ . ■____
tot >1 Voi u:
VR
. 100
V. I- . h . x V
*B . G . . 100 —  A
AFF2NDIX 7
Computed results in analysis of rate of discharge of rranular 
materials from an orifice.
a. Ballotini : and diameter orifices.
evaluation of functions (f-3) ( :i v r ‘
i) 1 " diameter orifice D = 9.245 mm.
Size
(mm) (mnP/sec)
log -u ' r 1
1-3— 2mm. 2.094 4.174* i q 3 T. 2098 .1 1 ■
Grade 4 1 .105 6.263 n T. 3661 r  ,7c
5 0.807 6.935 11 T. 4303
8 0.472 8.594 11 T. 5235
10 0.297 9.691 M T. 5757 1 . a .
11 0.232 10.048 11 T. 3913 1 r f 1 •
14 0.127 9.654 ii T . 5740 1 . '■*
18 0.072 8.954 H T. 5235 ? : '•
ii) I" diameter orifice D = 15.875 mm.
Size
d
(mm)
V
(mm^/sec)
Vlog
> 2V
lo j(§-3)
3mm 
l4-2mm. 
Grade 4
5
8
10
11
14
18
3.098
2.094 
1.105 
0.807 
0.472 
0.297 
0.232 
0.127 
0.072
20.33.10*
23.96 " 
30.40 " 
32.79 " 
37.96, " 
41.05 " 
41.22 " 
38.84 " 
34.94 "
T. 3105 
T. 3818 
T. 4352 
T. 5181 
T. 5817 
T. 6156 
T. 6164 
T. 5916 
T. 5457
.
A ■ 1 
1 .Of 
•
1 L '-'r- 7I.Hu ju
1 n aq
1 . .  1, g
2.0 ( 4 
2.3375
diameter orifice D = 23.29 mm.
Size
d
(mm)
7v
(inm^/sec)
V
lOg— |^— T log(^-3)
3 mm. 
1 -2mm
Grade 4
c;
8
10
11
1£
-.098
2.094
1.1
0 . 07
.47,
0.297
O .232
0.127
0.072
6^.76. 10^ 
74.20 " 
88.28 " 
9 4 . 5 5  " 
106.0 "
112.6 "
113.7 "
105.8
95-24 "
?: 1 %  
T. 5320 
T. 5618 
T. 6115 
T. 6376 
T. 6420 
T. 6107 
T. 5660
0.6549 
0.9097 
1.2572 ! 
1.4127 
1.6660 
1.8775 
1 .9886i-JS
'»V*.
b. Ballotini : ■> 11, ^1' and diameter orifices
evaluation of function of friction (see figure 6)
i) i
, vlot* — T log K(^
( Y . )
11
- 3) - log X
D °*3
0. 5(“j - 3)
D Zg? P
Size d 7V
(mm3/sec) log 0.145(7^
0.3 v
. Z) 1 , -
grade (mm)
DC g:
J O A
18
14
11
10
8
0.072
0.127
0.232
0.297
0.472
8 .954. 103 
9.654 " 
10.048 "
9.691 "
8.594 "
T. 7925 
T. 7162 
T. 6329 
T. 5977
T. 5289
T. 5235 
T. 5740 
T. 5913 
T. 5757 
T. 5-35
0.14. , 
O.v 1
(■. 34
ii) | " diameter orifice ( - y U )
D2V  P
0 .
= 0.165(4 - 3)
cJ
Size d V
log 0.165(|-
0.25 v
grade (mm) (mm3/sec)
' J  / -LOg
D ^ g r
J-O/
18
14
11
10
8
0 .0 7 2
0.127
0 .2 3 2
0.297
0.472
34.94. io5 
38.84 » 
41.22 " 
41.05 " 
37.96 "
T. 8014
T. 7336 
T. 6709 
T. 6427 
T. 5385
T. 5457 
T. 5916 
T. 6 164 
T. 6154 
T. 5-17
it,r n
.14' 
(j.t ,54:
.02. ' 
.
iii) diameter orifice
d  V  P
= 0.180 (- - 3)d
.2. 5
Size d
(mm'/sec)
log 0 .l80(q-
0.225 v
7 > 1 no- 1 . log X log ~
Agrade (mm)
-7
d -r
18
14
11
10
8
0.072
0.127
0.232
0.297
0.472
95.24. 103 
105 .8 " 
113.7 " 
112.6 " 
106.0 "
T. 8138 
T. 7596 
T. 6994 
T. 6742
T. 6268
T. 5650 
T. 6107 
T. 6420 
T. 6376 
T. 6115
0.2508
0.1489
0.0574
0.0366
0.0153
x •
T>
T.
mi .
T.
7492 
6511 
94; • 
9634 
9847 j
iv) Angles of repose of 
Ballotini taken as 
a measure of the 
coefficient of 
friction ( , h )
Size /H(°) log
Grade 18 27j 0.521 T. 7165
14 25 0.46.6 T. 6687
11 23 0.424 T. 6279
10 22-4 0.414 T. 6172
8 22 0 .4o4 T. 6064
c. single sized sands; diameter orifice
evaluation of function of shape (see figure 10)
V
particle
•
• •
= 2.02 
size d = 
V
*+.213
D ° ’25
( 2 - 3 )  .
0 .72*+ .*. ( 
= f (z) =
f (z)
= 18.91 
s -33)
f  3)
f (Voic
Sand ^
V
cc/sec)
Voids Z log V y* 6 *'
4.213
log Z
Ballotini 34.1 O.bOb 37.2 *+.2 0.0029 ( .(
St. Ives 26.7 0 .5 5 b *+2.5 9.5 0.2126
Thames Valley 25.0 O .589 *+2.6 9.6 0.2 5>b8 • '
Limestone 21.0 0.700 *+7.1 1*+.1 0 .3*+l 6 1.14 ,
Harden 19.8 0.755 *+8 .*+ 15.*+ 0 .389*+ 1.1
Mountsorrel 19.1 0.810 49-9 16.9 o.*+*+57 1 ..279
d. graded sands; diameter orifice -
evaluation of function of shape (see figure 12)
equivalent particle size d = 0.576 q  -  3) = 24.55
v 2-3•
•
V •
• b . m - = f (z) = f (Voids -2*+)
V 2.3
Sand cc/sec) Voids Z loc v * . log Z
*+.*+86
B a l l o t i n i *+*+.0 0.466 26.5 2.5 0.2296 0.3979
St. Ives 29.8 0.754 31.6 7.6 0.5396 0.8808
Leighton Buzzard 29.1 0 .7 5 b 33.3 9.3 0.5293 0.968;
Thames Valley 2 7 . b 0.810 33.3 9.3 0.5752 0.9685
3H - 5 T.V. 25.7 0.885 34.7 10.7 0.6536 1.0294
-JT.V. - i  M/S 23.9 0.983 3 5 -b 11 .*+ 0.7C9O 1.05* 9
Limestone 23.6 1.018 36.5 12.5 0.7385 1.0969
Jr.v. - f M/S 22.9 1.000 36.9 12.9 0.7079 1.1106
Harden 22.8 1.036 38.2 1 *+ .2 0.7410 1.1523
Mountsorrel 21.3 1.036 • 39.6 15.6 O .7115 1.1931
Basalt 21.2 1.036 39.6 15.6 0.7094 1.1931
Lnderby 20.9 1.072 3c. 2 1*+.2 0.7380 1.1523
Groby 20.0 1.072 *+0.3 16.3 0.7188 1.2122
236.
